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ABSTRACT
Renewable energies are a critical element for reducing greenhouse gases
emissions and achieving a sustainable development.

Until recently, building

integration of renewable sources was focused on solar technologies. Nevertheless,
building integrated wind turbines can and must be part of the solution to the global
energy challenge.
This research investigated the potential of integrating small vertical wind turbines
between medium-rise buildings. Wind velocities were measured around 7 fifteenstorey towers. The measurements were carried out for nine different configurations,
using a boundary layer wind tunnel and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations.
Computed and measured results showed reasonable agreement. The differences
were more apparent at ground level. It was established that building orientation and
the separation between buildings defines to a great extent the wind environment
around buildings. It was found that a distance between buildings of 15 metres and
an orientation of θ= 260˚ produced the higher augmentation factors. This
configuration produced up to 17,812kWh in a typical Nottingham UK year, using six
vertical wind turbines of 2.5kW each.
Results suggested that the use of CFD as a visualisation tool is extremely useful at
design stages in projects involving the integration of wind turbines. Nevertheless,
the results of CFD simulations are highly dependent on the type of roughness
modification applied to the wall functions, the choice of the turbulence model and the
modelling of the inlet wind velocity profile.
Because servicing buildings accounts for around half of the UK’s total energy
consumption, the need to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels is central to good
building design. That is why the architectural practice must respond professionally
by delivering buildings that successfully integrate wind energy technologies, which
can only be achieved if the designer actively engages with the environmental design
principles and improves his understanding of building physics.
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1.1

introduction

Opening remarks

This research works across interdisciplinary frameworks by experimentally exploring
the use of wind tunnels and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as environmental
architectural design tools. The experimental and numerical findings are discussed
in the ambiguous context of sustainable architectural design, against architectural
projects that integrate wind turbines for electricity generation in urban environments.
The primary research goal is to develop a conceptual framework for better
understanding the role of the architect when environmental projects that include the
modelling of wind flows in urban environments for building integrated wind turbines
are undertaken.

This first chapter is divided in four main sections (Box 1.1). In section 1.2 the
relevance of the elaborated study, contextualised in a global and local framework, is
focused on the important issue of climate change and global warming. The role of
the built environment on energy consumption is discussed, along with some ideas
on how wind energy in urban environments can contribute to the reduction of carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions. A review of the different approaches to the environmental
building design is portrayed as a preamble to section 1.3, in which the scope of the
research project is explained by presenting the research questions, hypotheses and
objectives. Later on, in section 1.4, the thesis’ structure is explained and a brief
overview of the entire thesis is provided by presenting a short summary of each
chapter. Finally, section 1.5 summarises the key points covered in this chapter and
in 1.6 a list of the references used in this chapter is provided.
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1.2

The argument

1.2.1

Different climate, no change?

introduction

“In recent weeks there has been a meeting of 163 nations at the
Climate Conference in Kyoto in Japan trying to hammer out a
global strategy to manage climate change and reduce carbon
emissions.

This followed the Special Session of 70 Heads of

State at the United Nations in New York, the environmental Earth
Summit which was a follow up to the conference in Rio de Janeiro
5 years earlier.”
[1]

Scott, 1998 .

Kyoto protocol was signed on 1997 and since then, many other worldwide
conventions have followedI, some held specifically to deal with the subject of climate

I

Including the Millennium Declaration and the Millennium Development Goals (2000), the UNFCCC
[2]
conference (2002) , the World Summit for Sustainable Development (2002), the international
conference for renewable energies (2004), and G8 summits at Gleneagles(2005) and Heiligendamm
(2007).
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change and global warming and others dealt with it as part of a broader agenda.
However, the UK government believes that climate change is the greatest long-term
challenge facing the world today[3].

The UKII contributes about 2% to global man-made emissions of CO2, the most
important gas contributor to climate change. The global emissions of CO2 are
currently estimated to range between 6.2 and 6.9 billion tonnes carbon per annum[4].

Is climate indeed changing at a faster rate than the policies and technologies do in
order to mitigate it? What is the current scenario in the area of greenhouse gases
(GHG) emissions in the UK and what is the role of wind energy in the built
environment to mitigate CO2 emissions? How much has been achieved so far, in
relation to the use of renewable energy systems, since Kyoto?

According to Scott[1], the scarce advances achieved before and soon after Kyoto,
were mainly because multi-national negotiations for the GHG reductions had only
served to illustrate the complexity of the climate change scenario, in particular the
difficulty of bringing developing countries on board while the industrial nations
(especially USA) struggled to prove their interest in putting it on the agenda.

This situation has since, to some extent, changed; public opinion is less divided –
largely because of the active role that media has played – there is no doubt now that
climate change is caused by the emission of GHGs into the atmosphere and that the
single most important GHG is CO2, which is generated primarily from fossil fuel
burning.

II

World leaders are taking the issue of climate change and global warming

Further details: www.defra.gov.uk/environment/statistics/globatmos/index.htm
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as central points on their negotiations – some even in their political agendasIII – as it
is reflected in the concluding documents of the recent G8 leaders conventions held
at Gleneagles and Heiligendamm in 2005 and 2007, respectively.

At the Gleneagles Summit, the G8 leaders finally agreed that climate change was a
serious and long-term challenge caused by human activity, and that urgent action
was needed[3]. Two years later, the conclusions of G8 leaders on climate change
according to the Chair’s Summary[5] were:

“Combating climate change is one of the major challenges for mankind and it
has the potential to seriously damage our natural environment and the global
economy. [3]We are convinced that urgent and concerted action is needed
and accept our responsibility to show leadership in tackling climate change.
[3]We will consider seriously the decisions made by the European Union,
Canada and Japan which include at least a halving of global emissions by
2050.”

At Heiligendamm, it was also concluded that in order to address the urgent
challenge of climate change, it was vital that the major emitting countries agreed on
a detailed contribution for a new global framework by the end of 2008 which would
contribute to a global agreement under the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) by 2009.

Despite the fact that there has been a global increase in climate change literacy and
that it has helped to raise awareness of the diversity and advantage on

III

A clear example of the role that media plays on persuading public opinion on the subject of climate
change and global warming was evident with the release of politician Al Gore’s book and later film
[6]
documentary: An inconvenient truth .
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technological, cultural and behavioural choices on energy related issues, it is worthy
to highlight that almost a decade after Kyoto, the annual total GHG emissions
arising from the global energy supply sector continue to increase in spite of the
greater deployment of low and zero carbon technologies, particularly those utilising
renewable energy[7].

The Kyoto Protocol expires in 2012 and without the near-term introduction of
supportive and effective policy actions by governments, energy related GHG
emissions, mainly from the combustion of fossil fuels, are projected to rise around
50% from 26.1 GtCO2-eq in 2004 to almost 40 GtCO2-eq by 2030, according to the
recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report and its findings on
energy supply[7].

It is clear that it is no longer environmentally sustainable to continue to extract and
combust the world’s rich endowment of oil, coal, and natural gas at the current rate.

In the UK, projected climate changes could have a considerable impact on the
thermal performance of the built environment and on measures implemented to
improve such performance[8].

Fortunately, the UK has already taken significant

steps to meet this challenge. The Government has implemented some policies,
such as the Climate Change Levy and agreements, Renewables Obligation and the
Energy Efficiency Commitment[3]. Those measures are indeed an obligation, if the
UK is to meet the goal declared in the 2003 Energy White Paper of reducing carbon
dioxide emissions by 60% by 2050.

According to the IPCC[7], the use of a wide range of available – and potential – low
and zero carbon technologies together with improved power generation plant
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efficiency and fuel switching from coal to gas, could represent a total mitigation
potential of 2.0 - 4.2 GtCO2-eq /yr by the year 2030. That is for the electricity sector
alone.

Moreover, according to the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA)[9], if the
European Union does not increase research and development (R&D) funding to
renewable energy, in particular to wind energy, at least to a par with that given to
conventional technologies, it will fail to meet its targets for renewable energy and
GHG emissions, and to reduce its dependency on energy imports.

The electricity, building and industry sectors are beginning to become more
proactive and help governments make the transition happen. Sustainable energy
systems emerging as a result of government, business and private interactions
should not be selected on cost and GHG mitigation potential alone but also on their
other co-benefits.

There is no single economic technical solution to reduce GHG emissions, but there
is good mitigation potential available based on several zero or low carbon
commercial options that are currently available or under research development.

The IPCC considers that the future choice of energy supply technologies will depend
on the timing of successful developments for advanced nuclear, advanced coal and
gas, and second generation renewable energy technologies. This stresses the
importance to allocate sufficient resources to R&D on those technologies.

Although there is no silver bullet to combat climate change and global warming,
renewable energy technologies[10] in general and in particular wind energy[9],[11] can
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significantly contribute to security of energy supply, reduce fuel imports and
dependency, reduce GHG emissions and improve environmental protection.

One of the technologies being considered to reduce GHG emissions is micro-wind
turbines designed to be mounted on new and existing homes for small-scale
electricity generation. Wind energy is a significant and powerful resource. It is safe,
clean, abundant and indigenous. Wind energy can and must be part of the solution
to the global energy challenge.

However, there is little experience of the operation of such turbines mounted on
domestic buildings in urban environments and hence little objective data about their
actual performance in terms of power generation, service life and maintenance
requirements. This has led to concerns that, in some environments, the installation
of micro-wind turbines on housing could increase carbon emissions rather than
reduce them.

In order to ascertain the reduction or increase in CO2 emissions, studies that
monitor the output of Building-Mounted/Integrated Wind Turbines (BUWTs)
installations have to be carried out.

These studies will need to collect data for at

least one year to have an indication of the annual output, although the collection of
data for longer periods would be statistically, more significant.

With enough data to process, these types of studies can give an indication of the
energy balance of such turbines, by comparing estimates of the environmental
impact of their manufacture, installation and maintenance with the impact saved by
the electricity that the turbine could generate.
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It is clear that the siting of a wind turbine is a fundamental element on the equation if
the wind turbine project is to be carbon neutral. Therefore, studies -like this oneaiming to better understand the assessment of wind resource are of vital
importance.

Usually, for small wind turbine projects, the assessment of the wind

resource are normally based on wind speed databases, which do not take account
of the surface roughness effects of the buildings in an urban environment. The use
of such data can give an over optimistic estimate of the power output. This study
investigates CFD as a method for estimating the wind resource (chapter five), along
with data obtained from a wind tunnel study (chapter four) and additionally explores
the importance of the correct near wall treatment for roughness simulation.

In summary, although some has been achieved, it is clear that the world is not on
course to achieve a sustainable energy future. According to the IPCC, the global
energy supply will continue to be dominated by fossil fuels for several decades. To
reduce the resultant GHG emissions will require a transition to zero and low carbon
technologies.

This can happen over time as business opportunities and co-benefits are identified.
However, to obtain more rapid technology deployment will require policy
interventions concerning the complex and inter-related issues of security of energy
supply, removal of structural advantages for fossil fuels, minimising related
environmental impacts and achieving the goals for sustainable development.

1.2.2 Energy and the built environment
Servicing buildings accounts for around half of the UK’s total energy consumption
and the need to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels is central to good design[12].
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Given the climate change and global warming scenario discussed in 1.2.1, it is clear
that buildings should now be designed with the target of zero GHG emissions.
Measures to reduce GHG emissions from buildings fall at least into one of the next
three categories: reducing energy consumption and embodied energy in buildings,
switching to low carbon fuels including a higher share of renewable energy and/or
controlling the emissions of non-CO2 GHG gases [13].

A key conclusion from the Fourth IPCC’s Assessment Report[13] on residential and
commercial buildings is that substantial reductions in CO2 emissions from energy
use in buildings can be achieved over the coming years, using mature technologies
for energy efficiency that already exist widely and that have been successfully used.
Moreover, Boardman et. al[14] are certain that the UK residential sector can deliver a
60% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050, in line with the targets outlined in UK
Government’s 2003 Energy White Paper by – among others – improving building
fabric and using building-integrated technologies.

However, due to the long lifetime of buildings and their equipment, as well as the
strong and numerous market barriers prevailing in this sector, many buildings do not
apply these basic technologies to the level life-cycle cost minimisation would
warrant.

While the IPCC report[13] acknowledges that there is a broad array of accessible and
cost effective technologies and know-how that can abate GHG emissions in
buildings to a significant extent, the report only includes passive solar design, highefficiency lighting and appliances, highly efficient ventilation and cooling systems,
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solar water heaters, insulation materials and techniques, high-reflectivity building
materials, and multiple glazing.

This opens many possibilities for building integrated renewable energy systems and
reinforces the importance to further continue the research on wind energy
generation in urban environments.

Moreover, according to the findings of the International conference for renewable
energies held in Bonn[10] in 2004, an increased use of renewable energies in
buildings offers significant economic potential.

Solar collectors are on top of the list of integration into the built environment
amongst renewable energy technologies. Nevertheless, energy generation potential
and technical feasibility of siting wind turbines in the built environment was
thoroughly assessed in the final report to the Carbon Trust regarding the feasibility
of Building-Mounted/Integrated Wind Turbines (BUWTs)[15] and it was concluded
that wind energy could make a significant contribution to the energy requirements in
the built environment and that a more detailed evaluation is justified.

However, as mentioned before, there are some drawbacks that must be taken into
consideration when planning a BUWT project.

Firstly, it is the concern on the

energy balance during the turbine’s life cycleIV, this is, whether the small wind
turbine can actually generate as much energy to offset the CO2 emissions
generated during its life cycle.

Secondly, the visual impact of the wind turbines is

an issue that should not be overlooked as social barriers have been also

IV

A life cycle assessment of a wind turbine can be carried out by making some assumptions
regarding its manufacture, transport and maintenance. A good example is the work
[16]
published by the BRE .
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documented to be of great importance for the deployment of renewable energy
technologies[17].

While buildings have the largest share of cost-effective opportunities for GHG
mitigation, achieving a lower carbon future will require very significant efforts to
enhance programs and policies for energy efficiency in buildings and low carbon
energy sources well beyond what is happening today[13].

A gap in sustainable architectural design
It has been discussed that the building sector is currently forward-looking in the
challenge of transforming our energy systems to create lower carbon economies.
But this is by no means a new trend, the building design professionals have
considered environmental aspects on their designs many decades before the
climate change and global warming challenges started to be evident and building
regulations on energy savings were put into place.

In fact, the term bioclimatic was used for the first time in the early 1950s by Victor
Olgyay and fully explained in his book ‘Design with climate’ in 1963[18]. He
developed a bioclimatic chart, which relates climatic data to thermal comfort limits,
to identify design strategies. After that, the scientific knowledge accumulated since
the 1970s, with the definition of guidelines, simulation tools, case studies, among
others, has improved and it has consolidated a technical field in energy efficiency[19]
that has impacted the architectural practice in many aspects.

We can appreciate one of those impacts in the abundance of terms to define a
design that is taking environmental concepts into consideration within the
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architectural discipline. These terms include: eco-construction, energy efficient
design, bioclimatic architecture, green architecture, low energy design, ecological
design, zero carbon emissions design, co-housing, environmental architecture and
perhaps the widest concept of them all: sustainable architecture[20] [21],[20],[22],[23],[24].

Many authors have made attempts to tackle the ambiguous issue of sustainable
architecture. Susan Hagan[25] accurately expresses:

“When applied to architecture, the term ‘sustainable’ currently refers to
environmental sustainability.

Swept up in the concern for environment,

however, is an accompanying concern for social sustainability, as this
implies public health and a fairer distribution of physical resources and
physical risk. Economic sustainability, in the sense of value for money or
return on investment, is also implicit within environmental sustainability, and
increasingly easy to demonstrate with built examples.”

The diversity is not only found in the definitions of concepts. The architectural
products and design approaches present a wide spectrum as well, from the
traditional vernacular house to the ultimate high-tech high-rise all-gadgets-included
building.

In one end of this spectrum we find mostly small size architectural practices and
designers that rely on more qualitative methods to approach the environmental
issues within the building design and those methods are often based on common
sense and experience[19]. Although, the role of experience has been detected as a
valuable tool in the design process[19],[26], in some cases the use of intuition and
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experience alone, can lead to the use of ‘smart arrows’V drawn in a section that are
supposed to indicate – and validate – that the environmental and indoor comfort
conditions have been not only addressed but thoroughly studied.

At the other end of the spectrum of environmental design is the information
produced by engineers, which provides with the theoretical background – the hard
science – by taking all aspects of the building physics into consideration. In spite of
the accuracy of the methods used and the complexity involved in explaining thermal,
acoustic and wind behaviours on a numerical basis, most of the studies lack of the
fundamental issue of translating those findings into feasible architectural proposals.

This is a shame, as ultimately the goal of those investigations is indeed to transform
mainstream society, and it is only by binding the concepts to a tangible reality – in
this case the building – that a reduction of energy consumption and a mitigation of
GHG can be achieved.

But what we see in the middle section of the spectrum is a number of medium size
architectural practices that use simulation tools to estimate and make predictions on
building performance and energy systems. The majority of that work is produced as
a result of a research process within the practice. The presentations of the firm’s
projects are usually accompanied by several colourful graphs produced with the
simulation tools to complement the smart arrows in the sections, with little or none
further explanation on how those graphs were obtained or how the simulation
process itself was approached.

V

The term smart is used here to describe the subjective and uninformed nature of those arrows to
illustrate the best performance of a natural ventilation system, the thermal capacities of the building
envelope and the good performance of a shading device to prevent overheating.
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However, the inclusion of simulation tools into the design process in practice must
involve a specialist consultantVI. The architect alone usually does not have the skills
required to deal with the quantity and complexity of information needed, therefore,
environmentally sound design usually requires the designer to tackle the design
problem from a multidisciplinary point of view[19],[26].

Moreover, through designing and operating new buildings as complete systems, the
largest savings in energy use can be achievedVII. Realising these savings require a
global, interdisciplinary approach, known generally as integrated design process[27],
that allows a rationalisation of all aspects of the project through a combination of
traditional and innovative methods, involving architects, engineers, contractors and
clients, with full consideration of opportunities for passively reducing building energy
demands.

It is unquestionable that the building profession must contribute to social and
environmental sustainability and now challenges architects beyond the limits of an
autonomous brief[28] and encourages them to work across-disciplines.

Some

authors have raised the questions about the role of the architect within
interdisciplinary teams[19],[26],[27],[29]. Amongst many roles that the architect can play,
there is the central task of building design.

Szokolay[30] acknowledges that although design dominates the architectural ethos, it
is much more than just the look of the product and that special importance must be

VI

[31]

Augenbroe , elaborates further on the use of the simulation tools by the design team, suggesting
that the design team needs to be more than a tool user, and become a central design manager, acting
as a coordinating agent for domain experts.
VII
[13]
According to the IPCC report on residential and commercial buildings, 75% or higher.
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given to the sustainability dimension, how the building works and how it uses
resources namely: site, energy, materials and wastes.

Furthermore, sustainability objectivesVIII should be included in the outline brief as
they must pervade the whole design as part of a holistic process[32]. This implies a
close collaboration with expert consultants, Battle and McCarthy[29], express their
thoughts regarding this relationship:

“As engineers working with architects, we feel that the boundaries between
our disciplines are fading”

They suggest that what is often really missing in the discussion between the
engineer and the architect is the fundamental issues associated with building
physics, indispensable for the understanding of energy efficiency.

However, in order to initiate a discussion between architect and engineer regarding
building physics they are required to build a new type of bridge, one that conciliates
the different discourses, translates on the agreement and fulfilment of the
expectations of all stakeholders and reduces the gap between environmental design
and architectural quality.

In summary, each side of the spectrum is accompanied by an easily identifiable
design approach, i.e. qualitative vs. quantitative.

VIII

Further information is available from the following:
The Sustainable Development Comission at: www.sd-comission.gov.uk and www.sustainabledevelopment.gov.uk www.dti.gov.uk/construction/sustain/bql/index
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The qualitative design approach raises serious questions, since using simulation
tools or smart arrows for client persuasion is a delicate subject, especially when one
of the main barriers to overcome is the difficulty of introducing environmental issues
for the risk – mainly financial – that innovative solutions in building design involve[33].
Client disappointment as a result of the failure to meet estimated energy savings,
energy generation and thermal comfort; can lead to the disrepute of energy efficient
and renewable technologies, in particular, and to mistrust on the environmental
design approach overall.

On the other hand, the quantitative approach often fails in appealing to the
architecture community which plays a fundamental role on the aesthetical
integration of environmentally sound and innovative technologies. This method can
increase the gap between research and design practice by alienating the nonspecialist, increasing the possibility of valuable information and findings to be
overlooked.

Nevertheless, a fresh approach to the problem – an approach that investigates the
conflict between smart arrows and hard science – can contribute to the resolution of
these issues; an integrated design process that puts together architectural and
environmental issues at every stage.

To address this, the approach of this research was to work on a proposed
architectural project in Nottingham, UK. The brief included the design of a building
complex that integrated wind turbinesIX. The site and the neighbouring surroundings
were considered, and different building configurations were suggested, as usually

IX

The site and design brief are thoroughly explained in chapter three.
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done at a design stageX. From the literature review conducted, the methods to
study wind flows around buildings were selected for this research. Wind patterns for
the different building configurations were experimentally investigated with the use of
a boundary layer wind tunnel and CFD simulations.

The experimental and

numerical results obtained, were then compared and discussed; from this, it was
possible to draw some conclusions on the correct use of these tools and places to
locate wind turbines were suggested. Finally, the CO2 savings for the proposed
configuration were calculated.

It is evident, that the design process becomes more complex because the designer
needs to get involved and deal with more variables: knowledge from different
disciplines, new modelling tools and new benchmarks. The method to achieve the
design is, thus, never straightforward; and as Trebilcock[26] openly questions:

“Using [simulation] tools, benchmarks and indicators does not assure a
sustainable building as a result by itself, it still needs an integration process
that occurs somewhere: in the architect’s brain? As a result of collaborative
work?”

1.3

The scope

The idea of doing a one-man research that aims to tackle the problem of building
aerodynamics to integrate wind turbines and sustainable architectural design,
covering in depth the requirements of both disciplines, might seem an unpromising

X

For this research, nine different building configurations were proposed by changing
parameters like building orientation and distance between buildings. These configurations
are also explained in chapter three and are referred to as “cases”, throughout this thesis.
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and strenuous one. This is especially true when interdisciplinary work looks like the
evident answer for such a problem.

Under this light it is only fair to enquire what the expectations of such a research
are. This investigation is based on the grounds discussed on section 1.2.2 namely
that, on one hand, the published quantitative research on building aerodynamics
and more in particular on building integrated wind turbines that has been carried out
with a strong engineering approach [34] ; [35],[36],[37], fails to deliver their conclusions into
a suitable architectural solution. And that, on the other hand, the qualitative or
descriptive research on the same topics lacks of the sufficient scientific background
that can support further design decisions[38],[39],[40].

There are several research studies at both ends of the spectrum discussed above.
Nevertheless, the assessment of wind regimes in urban areas for the location of
building integrated wind turbines is still detected as a R&D priority[9],[15]. Hence, this
investigation is targeting to the gap in the middle; by making an experimental and
numerical assessment of the wind regime in urban environments and translating that
findings into building design, in an attempt to link both approaches by working
across disciplines, using different methodologies and by synthesising technical and
theoretical topics that are often blurred on a multidisciplinary work.
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Research questions
“The main practical question is: How these noble ideas can be
translated into actions at the level of everyday reality?”
Szokolay, 2004

[30]

The scope and the limitations of this study are defined by the following research
questions, hypotheses and objectives. The chapters where they are addressed are
also indicated.

What is the role of the architect on a design team undertaking a sustainable
design? (Chapter eight)
Up to what extent does the architect need to gain knowledge of building
physics and its simulation tools? (Chapter six)
When designing a sustainable building, what is the potential of building
integrated wind turbines for energy generation? (Chapter two)
Which simulation tools and/or experimental procedures offer the best
possibilities to investigate building aerodynamics for possible wind turbines
integration? (Chapter three)
What are the minimum standards to be observed for a reliable simulation on
building aerodynamics? (Chapter six)
How are the results obtained with the simulations translated into the
architectural design? (Chapter seven)
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1.3.2 Research hypotheses
There is plenty of qualitative and quantitative research regarding building
aerodynamics for integrating wind turbines into buildings that requires an
effective juxtaposition to achieve a holistic sustainable building design
(chapter two).
Experimental tools like boundary layer wind tunnels (chapter four) along with
CFD simulations (chapter six) are accepted methods to gather reliable
information on the performance of building integrated wind turbines.
CFD simulation techniques can be applied as a visualization and predictive
tool during the design stage (chapter six).
The use of an integrated design process that puts together architectural and
environmental issues at every stage could lead to better building-integrated
wind energy technologies (chapter seven).

1.3.3 Research objectives
To discuss the different strategies, methods and approaches commonly used
for environmental design in architecture, as well as their respective strengths
and weaknesses (chapters one and three).
To find out the present and potential role of wind turbines, in urban
environments as part of a sustainable development design (chapter two).
To identify the key factors that influence the performance of wind turbines in
urban environments (chapter two).
To evaluate the ability of wind tunnel (chapter four) and CFD simulations
(chapter five) to accurately describe wind flow around buildings in urban
environments in order to evaluate possible locations for building integrated
wind turbines.
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To identify the minimum standards and requirements that an architect or
environmental designer should observe for a reliable simulation of wind flows
around buildings in urban environments using CFD as a design and
visualisation tool (chapter six).
To gather recommendations on the suitable siting of small wind turbines in
the built environment (chapter seven).

1.4

The structure

At the beginning of each chapter, an informative box is presented; it provides a
quick overview of the main aspects to be dealt within the chapter. Similarly, at the
end of each chapter a summary box is included; it illustrates the key findings and
concepts within each chapter. Additionally, a list of the references cited is provided
at the end of every chapter. The table of contents and the lists of figures, tables,
symbols and acronyms are presented at the beginning of the thesis, and they cover
all the chapters of the thesis. Appendices are provided at the end of the thesis and
they comprise the extended data used for the experimental procedures and useful
but additional information found with the literature review.

This thesis is divided into three sections, as illustrated in Box 1.2.
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First section – Context and scope
The first section includes the more theoretical chapters 1-3 (introduction, literature
review and methodology). In this section, a framework is developed for
understanding the context of climate change and the role that wind energy in urban
environments play to mitigate it. Limitations and scope of the study are presented in
this section as well.

In this first chapter, the thesis structure is presented.

The argument and the

relevance of the study are presented by discussing topics like contribution of the
built environment to climate change and what has been the response of the
architectural and design professionals to tackle that problem. The potential role of
renewable energy systems and particularly of wind energy in urban environments as
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a means to reduce CO2 emissions is introduced. Finally, the scope of the study is
made by defining the research questions and the objectives for this research.

The second chapter continues the discussion of environmental design by providing
an overview of the main issues on sustainable development and how wind energy
can contribute to achieve it. The literature review conducted for this research is
presented in this chapter, developing a broad understanding of wind engineering
theory and wind turbines for the use in urban environments. It also presents a
summary of the work that has been done to date in the field of building integrated
wind turbines and how it connects with this research.

In the third chapter, the methodological approach adopted for this research is
explained. It describes the common methods to study wind flows around buildings
and provides a rationale of the chosen methods for this research. Additionally, a
site analysis where the project located is made and the nature of the nine cases
used for experimental purposes is fully explained and justified.

Second section - Experimental
The second section is the description and discussion of the experimental procedure.
It contains the wind tunnel experimental chapter and computational fluid dynamics
modelling chapter. In a following chapter, the results are presented and discussed.

This section starts with chapter four. It includes a quick synopsis of how wind
tunnels have been previously used and the requirements that must to be taken into
consideration for wind tunnel modelling are explained. A description on how the
wind tunnel experiment was set up for this research is made, along with the
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explanation of the measuring and data acquisition equipment involved. Finally, the
results of wind velocity measurements between the studied buildings for the nine
cases are presented. These experimental results are used to suggest the location of
small wind turbines.

Chapter five presents the modelling of wind flow around the studied building
complex by using CFD techniques. The same nine cases modelled in the wind
tunnel and described in chapter four were modelled using CFD commercial software
FLUENT and are analysed in this chapter. A brief explanation on the use of CFD for
modelling wind flow around buildings is given. Also, an explanation on how the CFD
modelling was set up is given and, finally, the results of the CFD modelling are
presented; from these results, suggestions on the location of small wind turbines are
made.

The experimental procedure section finishes with chapter six.

In this chapter,

results of wind tunnel and CFD modelling are compared and discussed against a
theoretical background. Recommendations on the selection of wind turbine types
and their siting between or over the buildings are drawn from the experimental
findings and are presented in this chapter.

Third section – Final remarks
Finally, the third section deals with the final remarks and conclusions; in it, some
architectural examples of building integrated wind turbines are reviewed and the
main findings and conclusions are presented.
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Chapter seven is part of the last section of the thesis, where final remarks and
conclusions are presented. In this chapter the connection between wind tunnel and
CFD modelling to investigate possible location for wind turbines in buildings and
architectural design is made by presenting the case with more potential for wind
turbine integration. This case is used to calculate the energy produced by the wind
turbine located at the higher velocity ratios and the CO2 savings for the system.

The last chapter includes the final thoughts on this study. A summary of the findings
is presented, along with some concluding thoughts on the lessons learned and
recommendations for further work.
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Introduction

This chapter elaborates on the important role of the architect/designer to achieve
sustainable development and sustainable communities. The concept of zero and
low carbon emissions developments (ZED/LED) is introduced and the use of
renewable energy systems, in particular wind energy is detected as a key element
for reducing CO2 emissions. Examples of ZED and LED are presented along with
the latest developments in building integrated wind turbines.

2.1.1

Chapter overview
.

This chapter is divided in four main sections (Box 2.1). Section 2.2 establishes the
background for the use of wind turbines in the built environment by examining
examples of low carbon emissions developments. Next, in section 2.3 the role of
renewables and particularly of wind energy as part of a sustainable development
agenda is discussed. Later, sections 2.4 and 2.5 provide the basic concepts of wind
energy and wind turbines. Differences between large scale wind turbines, building
mounted and building integrated wind turbines (BUWTs) are pointed out. Finally, the
key points of the chapter are summarised and presented in section 2.6.
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Sustainable development
If indeed cities only reflect the values, commitment and resolve of
the societies which they contain, it is no surprise then that most
recent transformations of cities reflect society’s commitment to the
pursuit of personal wealth.
Rogers, R. (1997)

[1]

In the previous chapter the ambiguous concept of sustainable architecture was
introduced. It was explained that it usually refers to environmental design in
architecture. Similarly, the concept of sustainable development, in its broad sense,
stresses the idea of ensuring future generations to have the same range of options
and resources that we have today[2], namely; quality of water, food, energy, nonrenewable resources, housing, communications and transportation and the principal:
resources to maintain desired environmental standards and quality of life.
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In practice, however, the term is used in the limited sense of including environmental
policies and indicators in the planning of cities and urban developments.
Subsequently, urban planning, design methods and indicators should consider the
regional context from the start to achieve sustainability.

Sustainability for cities also implies that buildings and landscapes are designed to
be resource neutral, by providing systems services to reduce their net environmental
impact[3].

In this sense, it is clear that energy services are fundamental

requirements needed to achieve sustainable development.

It is expected that the

development and diffusion of renewable energy resources and technologies will help
realise important economic, environmental, and social objectives in the early
decades of the 21st century. Renewable energies are a critical element for
achieving sustainable development[4].

The design of the building itself is then of critical importance in achieving urban
sustainability. In the next sections, the relation between building design and urban
design will be briefly discussed.

2.2.1 The stand alone ‘green’ building
There are some examples of self-sufficient buildings that are sometimes referred to
as the engineered ideal, but that are too often at odds with the sustainable
development design ideal of a self-sufficient town or region. The fact that these
buildings can generate as much energy as they consume allows them to be –
literally– stand alone.

Most of the architectural practices that produced the

examples of BUWTs, illustrated in chapter seven, portray to different degrees how
the proposed building is interacting with its surroundings.

Even so, information
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regarding the urban context is missing during the simulations (if any) of the wind
regime.

As said by Dunham-Jones[5], buildings that stand alone, also stand apart from the
city, people and transport. A vast amount of the contemporary buildings regarded
as models of self-sufficiency have to be driven to. Stand alone buildings tend to
locate in either remote sites and or on low-density ex-urban fringes where they can
control access to sunlight, wind and soil.

It is expected that a building design that relies exclusively on technical solutions, to
making it more energy efficient and/or energy sufficient but gives little attention to an
urban design fix, is likely to offset those valuable gains by an inefficient lower
density land use patterns and an increased need for transportation to and from the
building. This is why; the cases modelled in this thesis considered nine different
building layouts and are based in a real urban location. Additionally, the surrounding
buildings were modelled both during wind tunnel experiments and CFD simulations.

2.2.2

Zero and low carbon emissions developments

It is crucial to better integrate building and urban design, starting at a community
scale, if the profession of architecture wish to truly contribute to a society that is
more sustainable economically, socially and environmentally.

A good reference guide for designers to achieve sustainable communities is the
General Information Report 53[6] from the Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs (DETR). It represents one vision of the factors likely to contribute to
sustainability at a community scale, with ideas on the layout, density and transport
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considerations in settlement design. A development that promotes these concepts
in a community is often referred to as zero or low carbon emissions development
(ZED / LED).

A desirable feature of a ZED / LEDI is that, on balance, it should not contribute to
any of the greenhouse gases to the atmosphere, especially carbon dioxide (CO2).
To achieve this, and according to the DETR[6], a sustainable community should
feature among others:

•

Local generation of energy by using wind, solar and biomass

•

Interconnection of work, housing, community and leisure facilities

Both of the above were considered on the cases modelled in this thesis.
Nevertheless, as it will be discussed in the next sections, one of the most important
issues among zero and low carbon emission developments is the energy
generation.

It is because renewable and energy efficient technologies play a

significant role in ZEDs and LEDs that this study makes emphasis on the
characterisation of the wind regime in urban environments to integrate small wind
turbines in buildings.

The architects’ interest in getting involved in ZED and LED is reinforced by the
recognition by the UK government that an appropriate uptake of a mix of renewables
and energy efficiency measures installed in new build and refurbished buildings, that

I

More information on sustainable communities can be found in the text: ‘Sustainable communities:
[7]
building for the future’ , here, the UK government underlines the importance of raising the quality of
life through increasing prosperity, employment, better public, education and health services. More
importantly it relates housing with sustainable development and stresses the point that communities
are more than just houses.
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respond to the market and local resource conditions is needed[8]. This has resulted
in activities led by the local and regional government, including schemes such as
Solar for London, (which provides grants for the installation of solar thermal hot
water systems), and others, that support zero and low carbon emissions
developments such as Sherwood Energy Village (SEV)II and Beddington Zero
(fossil) Energy Development (BedZED)III.

Sherwood Energy Village is situated in Ollerton, Nottinghamshire. SEV has won the
Enterprising Britain award in 2005 and the Royal Town Planning Institute’s Silver
Jubilee Cup in 2008. The development has 196 dwellings planned that range from
single dwelling bungalows and apartments through to terraced, semi-detached and
detached housing, making a total of eleven different housing types architecturally
designed to achieve Eco-Homes rate Excellent.

SEV opened in October 2006 the

business centre or E-Centre. The E-Centre building design includes green roofs,
rain water harvesting systems and solar panels and a wind turbine that power
lampposts.

Award winningIV BedZED[9] is located in Wallington, Surrey. It was designed by Bill
Dunster architects and developed by The Peabody Trust and BioRegional
Development Group. The scheme in South London is a mixed use development
solar urban village that provides 82 affordable dwellings in a mixture of flats,
maisonettes and town houses and approximately 2,500m² of workspace/office and
community facilities. The 165 hectare site, that was originally a brownfield site, was
organised into a layout that obtains maximum benefits from both passive and active
II

More information regarding SEV is available at: http://www.sev.org.uk
More information rearding BedZED and ZED standards is available at: http://www.zedfactory.com/
IV
Among others, BedZED project was selected as finalist in the world habitat awards (2001) and in the
Bremen partnership award (2004). Also in 2004, it was rated as Excellent in BRE’s EcoHomes
environmental assessment award.
III
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solar gain, by arranging all the dwellings facing south in a series of terraces to

minimise heat loss. The energy strategy includes the use of wind driven ventilation
with heat recovery, solar heating, rain water collection and a combined heat and
power (CHP) plant.

BedZED integrates renewables by using 1,138 PV panels that have been integrated
into the building fabric and provide 109kW at peak output. The PV cells have a

three-fold function: energy generation, solar shading and external cladding. The
rest of the community energy requirements are met with a 125kW dried woodchip
fuelled CHP station.

All the buildings are wind driven ventilated using one of the

most recognisable ZED products; the wind cowls that work with a passive stack

principle (Fig. 2.1). Even tthough,
hough, BedZED has been a model development in that it
exceeded building regulations, at this time, there are not wind turbines for energy
generation in this development.

FIG. 2.1.

BedZED exterior view. Passive and active design strategies.
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These are only two examples of urban ZEDs / LEDs, among a number of other
examples of zero and low carbon emissions developments throughout the UK. All of
which include bioclimatic concepts such as building orientation and passive solar
heating.

Nevertheless, not many of the developments include wind energy

generation, in this sense Hockerton Housing Project in Southwell, standout with the
use of two stand alone wind turbines, each rated at 5kW.

This suggests that even though there is an increased awareness regarding the
importance of sustainable development and the role that renewable energy systems
play to achieve a ZED / LED; there are still some issues that need to be resolved in
order to foster the integration of wind energy into buildings.

2.3

Renewable and energy efficient technologies

“Embracing change carries uncertainty and risk.

The power to

transform and change both ourselves and the world defines our
modern condition. The speed of technological change and above all
the speed and breadth of its dissemination provides modern society
with its greatest potential power. The challenge we face is to move
from a system that exploits technological development for pure profit
to one that has sustainable objectives”

Nobel Prize, Octavio Paz, 1991

[10]
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Although concerns with science and technology have been voiced regarding the
various hazards and perceptions of the risk associated with modern technologyV,
that have deteriorated

the belief that scientific and technological advances are

linked to progress, there has been a noticeable transformation in culture on
recognising that society creates its environment as much as it adapts to it[11].
Furthermore, there is an increasing tendency to associate building-integrated
renewable energy technologies as statements of new dimensions of progress: a
manifestation of modernism in architectureVI.

These somehow contradictory ideas of modernity and progress have lead to some
groups to be in opposition to the use of renewable energy systems, both for large
scale and building electricity generation; this is especially the case for wind energy.

Additionally, there are some other barriers that hold back the deployment of
renewable energy technologies e.g. risk and uncertainty are great barriers to the
incorporation of new technologies in architectureVII. Other major groups of barriers
in architectural projects include financial barriers, technical barriers, psychological
barriers, the need to satisfy the client, incompetent professional and conservative
building standard/codes[12]. These barriers partially explain why introducing
environmentally responsible and innovative solutions in buildings is difficult.

V

Examples of such concerns include, genetically modified food, computer based surveillance, genetic
discrimination, but perhaps there is no better example of how technology has changed the environment
[11]
like global warming .
VI
[10]
Further references on modernity can be found in the work of Octavio Paz and in David
[13]
Cunningham and Jon Goodbun .
VII
[8]
Additionally, for the domestic sector DTI has identify the following barriers in the implementation of
building integrated renewable systems: landlord/tenant dilemma, insurance risk, information gap on
grid connection and public acceptance.
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Nevertheless, considerable efforts have been made to disseminate the important
role of renewable energy technologies in contributing towards carbon emissions
reductions, thus making evident that environmentally oriented innovations,
particularly in the building sector, represent in fact a step forward to a more just and
sustainable society. An example of those efforts took place in June 2004 where
ministers and Government Representatives from 154 countries gathered in Bonn,
Germany, for the International Conference for Renewable Energies.

They

acknowledged the role of renewable energies and enhanced energy efficiency
technologies, to significantly contribute towards a sustainable development
worldwide[4].

Moreover, an added benefit of renewable energy sources is that they are usually
widely disbursed compared with fossil fuels that are concentrated at individual
locations and require distribution. Renewable energy thus, can either be used in a
distributed manner or concentrated to meet the higher energy demands of cities and
industries.

Renewable energy supply technologies particularly solar, wind, geothermal and
biomass are currently small overall contributors to global heat and electricity supply,
but are the most rapidly increasing, albeit from a low base. Costs, as well as social
and environmental barriers, are restricting this growth. Therefore increased rates of
deployment may need supportive government policies and measures[14].

Fortunately, in the UK, promotion of renewable energy systems at a microgeneration
scale to achieve ZEDs and LEDs includes a series of support measures, for
example, providing grants towards the cost of installing various renewable and
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energy efficient technologies, including small scale wind turbines through the Low
Carbon Buildings ProgrammeVIII.

The programme, seeks to promote a more holistic approach to reducing carbon
emissions from buildings by the use of microgeneration technologies, with a focus
on building integrated technologies. In England, more than £880,000 has been
granted through the programme for small wind turbines, in a total of 448 committed
house hold projectsIX, with 11% granted to the East Midlands in 55 committed
projects[15].

Compared with other renewable energy technologies, wind energy is the closest to
being competitive with fossil-based systems; this is another important factor
encouraging the deployment of urban wind power.

Wind generation is a good

choice of renewable energy as it is much less expensive in terms of installed cost
per kilowatt than PV and therefore makes it an attractive proposition as a building
integrated power source[16].

This explains why micro-scale wind turbines in the UK are an emerging technology,
driven by advances in device design, increasing energy prices and the financial
incentives offered to aid their uptake in buildings[17].

Moreover, the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)[8] estimates that by 2050, up
to 30-40% of UK's electricity generation could be produced by small and
microgeneration technologies, including 6% from small wind energy generation. The
VIII

Launched on 1 April 2006, BERRs Low Carbon Buildings Programme Phase 1 will run over three
[15]
years and replaces the previous DTI Clear Skies and Solar PV grant programmes .
IX
The programme has different schemes for small, medium and large grant applications. Stream 1 is
for small applications and it is divided into household and communities grants. More information can be
found at: http://www.lowcarbonbuildings.org.uk
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UK's housing sector is responsible for around 28% of the UK's CO2 emissions;
hence the 25 million homes in the UK, as well as schools, businesses and other
public and private sector buildings can have an important part to play in tackling
climate change by generating their own power.

Nevertheless, the first stage of any wind energy project is the available resource
base. It is essential to make an assessment to determine the average wind speed
available on the site and accordingly the amount of energy that can be generated.
To do so, a clear understanding of the wind regime in urban areas, especially
around buildings is needed.

In the following sections key concepts of the wind

characteristics and how they affect the siting of wind turbines in urban areas will be
briefly outlined.

2.4

Wind characteristics

Wind is air in motion relative to the earth; it is created by differences in atmospheric
pressure that in turn are caused by differences in temperature. Wind moves from
areas with high atmospheric pressures to areas where the pressure is lower. It is, in
general, three dimensional, with both horizontal and vertical components.

In the layer closest to the Earth, the wind is influenced by friction against the
surface. At a certain height this influence is negligible; this undisturbed wind is
called the geostrophic wind[18]. The distance from the ground to the geostrophic
winds varies depending on weather conditions and surface roughness.

At lower heights, the surface roughness heavily influences the wind. At this height,
wind’s movement is affected by a friction force acting in the opposite direction. This
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results in a decrease of wind speed and changes in wind direction, this phenomenon
is called wind shear[18].

Due to friction, the wind speed always vanishes at the groundX. How rapidly the
velocity increases with height depends on the friction against the Earth’s surface.
On an open plain with low friction, the wind will not be retarded very much and the
increase with height will not be very big. Over a surface with many obstacles like a
city, the wind will be more retarded so the wind speed will increase more with height.
This relation between wind velocity and height is called the wind profile or wind
gradient [18]. The profile of wind speed in particular must be taken into account when
tall buildings or wind projects are being designed.

The friction against the surface affects the wind, when the wind moves from the sea
to land the turbulence increases, so the wind speed close to the ground will
decrease. An internal boundary layer (Figure 2.2) is formed between the turbulent
wind and the smooth wind at higher levels. The height of the boundary layer will
stabilise after a while and remain constant until the surface roughness changes
again.

X

Approximately 50% of the transition in wind speed due to frictional effects takes place in the first 2 m
[20]
above the surface , it is important to keep this in mind for dispersion and pedestrian comfort studies.
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).

These changes in terrain’s roughness are classified into different roughness
classes, and are characterized by the aerodynamic roughness parameter z0, also
called the aerodynamic roughness length[21]. This length has nothing to do with the
length of the grass or height of buildings; it is a mathematical factor used in the
algorithms for calculations of how the terrain influences the wind speed[18], it is
therefore, a theoretical height that must be determined from the wind speed profile.
For the purposes of design assessment, there are six different roughness categories
or classes[18] that define the character of the site, from zero to five, with category
zero representing large expanses of water.

Wind is also influenced by different kinds of obstacles, when the air hits an obstacle,
air whirls or waves are formed, the air will not move parallel to the ground – what is
called laminar wind – it will move in different directions around the prevailing wind
direction. The length of those waves varies and the whirls are broken down to
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When wind is measured, these waves and whirls

appear as short variations of wind speed; this receives the name of turbulence.

The porosity of the obstacle also influences turbulence generation; wind hitting a
wall will produce strong turbulence behind it compared with wind passing through a
hedge or fence. According to a simple rule of the thumb, illustrated in Figure 2.3, an
obstacle of height H creates turbulence of 2H, starting at a distance of 2H in front of
the obstacle and continuing 20H times behind it[18]. It is clear then that urban
environments represent zones of high turbulent flows and as a result the use of wind
turbines in the built environment is inherently more complicated than in rural or open
spaces.

FIG. 2.3. Turbulence from obstacles.

[18]

(Adapted from Wizelius

).

Differences in air temperature can also create turbulence and reduce the wind
speed. Air temperature at ground level is warmer than at higher levels, at the same
time, temperature decreases somewhat rapidly with height causing warm air to rise
upwards.

As a result, the horizontal wind will meet air that is rising – moving in a

vertical direction – creating turbulence. As it will be further discussed, turbulence is
of special importance when selecting the type of wind turbine for building integration.
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2.4.1 Wind flows around buildings
The study of flow fields around buildings is important because the combination of
building shape, height and distance to other buildings affect the direction and
intensity of wind flows and can potentially deteriorate the wind conditions in public
access ways or recreational areas, especially at pedestrian level. Additionally, the
understanding of how wind flows behave around a building is of major importance
when assessing the best location for wind turbines integration.

The building is a three dimensional object that in aerodynamic terms is often
referred to as a bluff body. The wind flows around the building and the incident
freestream flow is a turbulent boundary layer with mean velocity increasing with
height and turbulence intensity decreasing with height.

There are two different

mechanisms, called pressure fields, which cause high induced wind speeds at
ground level.

In the first pressure field, the wind coming upstream causes a pressure distribution
on the windward façade of a building of height H, the wind flows generated as a
consequence are depicted in Figure 2.4. The local dynamic pressure increases with
height and induces flow vertically down the windward façade below the stagnation
point (HS). As a rule of thumb, for sharp edged buildings of approximately square
proportions, Hs is located at 0.85HXI.

Below Hs, the flow rolls up into a standing

vortex system at the base of the building causing high wind speeds in this region.

XI

Studies showed that on sharp edged buildings in a boundary layer with negligible displacement
[19]
height, the location of HS does not significantly vary when modifying the size of the building .
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FIG. 2.4. Wind flow around a building. (Adapted from Aynsley[22]).

Buildings with circular platform promote lateral flow and do not produce strong
vertical flows.

Conversely, rectangular and concave buildings produce strong

vertical flows with consequent high wind conditions in the standing vortex system[22].
Buildings located upstream have a critical influence on this pressure field. Under
certain conditions, upstream building configuration can augment the vortex in front
of the building, increasing the high wind speeds at pedestrian level.

The second pressure field is caused by the pressure difference between the low
pressure wake regions (leeward and side façades) and the relatively high pressure
regions at the base on the windward façade. The low pressure on the leeward side,
or wake pressure, cannot be easily modified and is dependent on the velocity along
the top free boundary, that is, the free-stream velocity at the top of the building. In
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other words, the taller the building, the lower the wake pressure and the higher the
velocities which are induced through arcades and around corners.

Ideally, those high velocities should be avoided at pedestrian level to prevent
uncomforting sensations, but they can be exploited to harness the power carried in
the wind and transform it into electric power.

2.4.2 The power of wind
The wind has kinetic energyXII and this can be turned into electric power using wind
turbines. The energy content of the wind at a specific height at a site is usually
specified in kWh per square metre per year; in other words, the energy contained in
the wind that passes through a vertical area of one square metre during one year
(kWh/m2/year).

Sometimes, the same measure of wind is expressed as power

density instead and it is expressed in W.m-2. Multiplying a given value of power
density by 8760 hours and dividing it by 1000 one can obtain the energy content in
kWh/m2/year.

The power of the wind is proportional to the cube of the wind speed, therefore if the
wind speed doubles, the power increases eight times.

The power carried by the wind P with velocity u is expressed by the following
equation:

(Eqn. 2.1)

P=

1
2

m × u2

XII

It is worth to differentiate the concept of power from the concept of energy. Energy is the power
multiplied by the time the power is used and is usually expressed in kWh, in contrast with power that is
expressed in kW.
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Where m stands for mass flow rate with density ρ , and is flowing through an area A
with a velocity u:

m = ρ× A ×u

(Eqn 2.2)

Hence substituting equation 2.2 in equation 2.1, the power of wind is:
(Eqn 2.3)

The density

P=

ρ

1
ρ × A × u3
2

of air varies with the air pressure and temperature. The standard

values used for density are typically at sea level (pressure equal to 1 bar) and at a
temperature of 9°C, which gives a value of

ρ = 1.25kg.m-3. The power of wind per

square metre is then:

(Eqn 2.4)

P=

1
× 1.25 × u3 = 0.625 × u3
2

Where P = power in Watts or J.s-1 and u3= wind velocity. The annual energy content
of the wind per square metre is then:

(Eqn 2.5)

E=

0.625 × u3 × 8760
1000

= kWh/m 2 /year
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2.4.3 The wind resource
According to the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA)[23], the UK has the
best wind resource in Europe, an asset that has the potential to provide a
considerable proportion of the UK energy market in years to come.

Nevertheless,

this does not mean that every wind project will produce satisfactory outputs.

In

order to design buildings that harness wind power it is not sufficient to understand
how a wind turbine operates from a technical point of view. It is just as important to
be able to estimate the wind resources at a specific site: the energy content of the
wind should always be the basis for a wind power project.

For example, suppose that the wind speed at the design site is assumed to always
be 5m.s-1; the annual energy content of the wind can be calculated with equation

2.5, and it would be:
E=

0.625 × 53 × 8760
1000

= 864 kWh/m 2 /year

This is a simplistic approach that does not reflect the real life wind patterns, the wind
speed and direction change continuously during the day, in different seasons and
even between years.

In order to calculate the power density at a specific site it is necessary to calculate
the average power density. This is done by averaging the cube of the recorded wind
velocities. Yet the average wind speed can only partly describe the potential of a
site, because the energy content of the wind does not depend linearly on the wind
speed and it is thus necessary to know the different wind velocities that occur at the
site and their duration, this is called the frequency distribution of wind speeds.
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To obtain better estimates of the power density, the calculations of the energy
content of the wind during one year using the frequency distribution are carried out
using the cubes of the wind velocities, multiply these by the frequency and then
adding these values. The result of this calculation is then substituted in the value of
u in equation 2.6XIII.

(Eqn 2.6)

E=

0.625 × v × 8760
1000

= kWh/m 2 /year

Alternatively, a cube factor can be added when using equation

2.5 to calculate the

energy content during a year if the mean speed is known but not the frequency
distribution. A cube factor value of 1.91 can be used for places in mid latitudes, the
USA and most parts of Europe[18]. This factor depends on the frequency distribution
of the wind and for places with trade or seasonal winds other values should be used.
The most effective way to produce acceptable and detailed information about the
energy content of the wind at the design site is to carry out a series of readings.
This is carried out by installing wind measurement equipment that record wind
speed and direction dataXIV, preferably at the hub height of the turbine intended for
the site.

Nevertheless, wind speed and frequency distribution vary significantly during
different years; this is why examining long term averages provide less variations in
the data, which is better from a statistical point of view. It is often however, not
XIII

3

Note that equations 2.5 and 2.6 differ on the value of wind velocity, one being cube (u ) and the
other one linear (v) respectively.
XIV
Wind velocities are measured using and anemometer and wind directions are registered by a wind
vane.
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practical to measure wind conditions over periods of five years or more in the
specific site where the wind turbines would be sited.

This is why one approach is to take the nearest meteorological station that has long
term average records as a reference site. The station must be representative for the
regional wind profile at the design location.

Usually, a correlation is valid only

between sites having the same shape of wind speed distributionXV.

Alternatively, commercially available computer-based prediction toolsXVI can be used
to give a slightly more refined indication of site wind speed, like the computer model
of the UK wind energy resource developed by the DTI[24].
It is clear then that electricity production obtained from a wind potential with a given
wind speed and wind turbine type, varies a lot with the wind speed distribution
around the mean value. Wind speed distributions are commonly used to indicate the
annual available wind energy. Therefore, it is essential to know the distribution of
wind speeds on the project siteXVII.

For this study, wind data for Nottingham, UK. were obtained as a Test Reference
Year (TRY) file[26]. The Test Reference Year consists of hourly data for twelve typical
months, selected from approximately 20-year data sets (typically 1983-2004), and

XV

The frequency distribution of the wind has proved to fit quite well to a probability distribution called
[25]
the Weibull distribution and to the Rayleigh distribution, which is a special case of the former .
XVI
There are several different computer programs for wind power applications, based on the wind atlas
[18]
method, like the Danish WAsP and EMD or the British WindFarm and WindFarmer . Nevertheless,
the developer of WaSP has expressed his concerns regarding the software being applied for physical
and statistical estimates of wind speeds in the built environment; stating that given the complexity of
[27]
the flow patterns, he would not expect good results .
XVII
As general indication, in the UK, it is possible to obtain an assessment of the average wind speed
at a particular site, by using the UK wind speed database, available at www.bwea.com.
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smoothed to provide a composite, but continuous, 1-year sequence of data. These
data show the probability of maximum gust velocity likely to occur at a height of 10m
and lasting for 3 seconds.

In order to manage these data, the TRY file was exported to ECOTECT V.5.2
software to be later analysed with the Weather Tool of the same software.

Table 2.1 shows the frequency distribution for Nottingham, UK.

It can be

appreciated that the prevailing winds approach from South-West and West
orientations (202.5° <θ <270°). Figure 2.5 illustrates the frequency distribution of
wind speeds for those orientations (SW, SSW, WSW and W). The most frequent
wind speeds are in the range of 3 to 5.5m.s-1; 3.9% of the time the wind speed is
2.8m.s-1 and the mean wind speed coming from those orientations is 4.4m.s-1.

Using this frequency distribution of wind speeds, the energy content during a year
for Nottingham, UK can be calculated with equation

2.6, resulting in a power density

of 97.14 W.m-2, or a total energy content of 851 kWh/m2/year.

How efficiently this power of the wind is utilized – i.e. converted to electricity –
largely depends on the type of wind turbine to be used and its chosen siting location.
Therefore, it is crucial to have a broad understanding of wind turbine basics.
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Frequency distribution of wind speed for different orientations in Nottingham, UK.

FIG. 2.5. Nottingham frequency distribution of wind speed for orientations 202.5° <θ <270°.
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Wind turbine basics

Wind turbines harness kinetic energy in the wind and transform it into other forms of
energy: electric power, or mechanical work[28].

There are many designs and

configurations of wind turbines but, whatever their shape and size, they can
generally be grouped into two types (Figures 2.6 and 2.7):

•

Vertical axis wind turbines (VAWTs).

•

Horizontal axis turbines (HAWTs).

The most common type of wind turbine is the horizontal axis type. They receive this

name because the axis of rotation of the blades is in a horizontal position. HAWTs
for electricity generation generally have either two or three blades and are
sometimes referred to as low-solidityXVIII.

In the UK, these are by far the most

common kind of wind turbines – although not necessarily the best type for all urban

locations.

FIG. 2.6 Horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT)

XVIII

Multi-bladed HAWTs are used mainly for water pumping in farms and because of the large number
of blades they have what appears to be a virtually solid disc, hence, they are called high-solidity
[29]
devices .
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FIG. 2.7 Vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT)

The VAWTs have a vertical axis of rotation of the blades and a shaft is in a vertical

position. One advantage of these types of machines is that they do not have to be
faced in any particular direction with respect to the wind. These turbines will work

equally effective irrespective of wind direction, unlike their horizontal counterparts
that make use of a yawing system to track variations in wind direction and then
reposition the rotor when the wind direction changes. Another benefit of this type of

turbines is that the generator and gearbox can be installed at ground level, making
them easy to service and repair.

VAWTs can also be classified depending on whether they use drag or lift forces to
harness wind energy. Drag forces are those forces experienced by an object in an

air stream that are in line with the direction of the air stream. Lift forces are those
forces experienced by an object in an air stream that are perpendicular to the
direction of the air stream[29]. The magnitude of the drag and lift forces depends on
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the shape of the object, its orientation to the direction of the air stream and the
velocity of the air stream.

The most common drag and lift VAWT are:
•

SavoniusTypeXIX: uses drag forces to create rotation of the shaft.

•

Darrieus Type: uses lift forces to create the rotation of the shaft.

The main difference between the two systems is the tip speed ratio (λ). Tip speed
ratio is a non-dimensional ratio, obtained by dividing the tangential velocity of a rotor
at the tip of the blades called tip speed, by the undisturbed wind velocity upstream of
the rotor. The tip speed ratio is useful when comparing wind turbines of different
characteristics. A high solidity device has a lower λ, while a low solidity device has
a higher λ because the blades need to travel much faster to virtually fill up the rotor
area. Optimum tip speed ratiosXX of low solidity wind turbines range between 6 and
20[29].

Besides the tip speed ratio, there are other characteristics that differentiate drag and
lift systems:

Drag design
The wind hits the face of the turbine blades and pushes it out of the way causing
the turbine to spin. Drag design wind turbines have lower aerodynamic efficiency
and they require a large amount of material (high solidity) for their construction.

XIX

The lift force is actually applied also to the drag devices, but to a lesser degree, otherwise the tip
[18]
speed ratio would not exceed one .
XX
The optimum tip speed ratio will depend on the width and number of blades and it is when the wind
turbine operates with its best efficiency i.e. the velocity of its blades tips is a particular multiple of the
[29]
wind velocity .
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Lift design
The blades have an aerofoil section and the difference in velocity of the wind
flowing over the top of the blade from the wind flowing over the bottom, gives rise to
lift forces that create the spinning motion. Lift design wind turbines have a high
aerodynamic efficiency and they will run smoothly in high turbulence winds. They
are low solidity, what means that they require less material to manufacture.

According to the lift and drag characteristics, it can be concluded that a lift type
VAWT offers more advantages for using in urban environments.

2.5.1 Installed capacity and power
The power output of a wind turbine varies with wind speed and every turbine has a
characteristic wind speed power curve. The power curve will primarily determine
how much energy can be produced by a particular turbine on a given site under
given wind conditions.

Box 2.2 shows a typical wind turbine wind speed power

curve. The power curve of a wind turbine can also be shown as a table or a bar
chart and it is available from the manufactures.

Therefore, to make an exact calculation of how much a wind turbine will produce at
a given site, two things have to be known: the power curve of the wind turbine; and
the frequency distribution of the wind speed at the hub height at the selected site
(See Figure 2.5).

For each wind speed within the operating range of the turbine, the energy produced
at that wind speed can be obtained by multiplying the number of hours of its duration
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by the corresponding turbine power at this wind speed, provided by the turbine’s
wind speed power curve.
distribution curve.

These data can then be used to plot a wind energy

The total energy produced is then calculated by adding the

energy produced at all wind speeds within the operating range of the turbine.

The installed capacity, also called rated capacity is the maximum steady power that
an electricity generator can produce.

It is usually expressed in kilowatts or

megawatts. The installed capacity of a wind turbine tells us its potential output.
However it is more relevant to look at the historical or expected annual electricity
yield as this is the electricity that we will actually use[30].
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The declared net capacity (DNC) is a measure of the equivalent capacity of baseloaded plant (coal gas or nuclear power plant) that would generate the same
average annual energy output as the renewable energy plant. It is therefore, used
to provide a rough comparison of the output of different energy technologies against
a conventional plant. The DNC for wind is calculated by multiplying the net installed
capacity (the capacity allowing for on-site losses) by 0.43.
Wind turbines have been developed with a range of power ratings from a few
kilowatts up to multi-megawatt capacity. Typically, according to its size, a wind
turbine can be classified as:

•

Large scale stand alone wind turbines >100kW

•

Small scale roof mounted wind turbines <10kW

•

Building integrated wind turbines

•

Small to medium scale stand alone wind turbines

Commercially available large scale stand alone turbines are now rated at around
600kWXXI. Wind technology is well established, with global installed capacity of 94
GW that will save about 122 million tons of CO2 every year[31]. Current research and
development work is concerned mostly with improvements in reliability, cost and
noise reduction, and performance. Existing designs aim at a machine lifetime of
about 25 years.

However, this rated power, is only theoretical and in practice the value will be a lot
less. A value known as the power coefficient (Cp) is the ratio of the actual power

XXI

There are bigger prototypes like the German Enercon E-126, rated at 6 MW. The tower is 138
[32]
metres high and the diameter of the rotor is 126 metres .
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output compared to the theoretical available. The value of Cp is very unlikely to
exceed the value of 0.593.

Because wind is a very unpredictable resource, the electricity that can be produced
is affected due to its intermittent nature. At other times it can be very strong and
causes vast amounts of damage to structures, this is why most wind turbines are
designed to have a cut-in and cut-out speed in the range of ~4m/s to ~ 25m/s.

When the wind passes through the rotor of a turbine, a very strong turbulence is
created. This whirling wind on the lee side of the rotor is called wind wake and
influence wind speed up to a distance of 10 rotor or more behind the turbine[18].

2.5.2

Building mounted and building integrated wind turbines (BUWTs)

It has been noted that modern wind turbines have developed according to the threebladed HAWT principle, operating with a high tip speed, typically around 60m.s-1.
They usually operate in well-exposed wind conditions, away from populated areas or
urban areasXXII. Their dimensions have grown well beyond 100m in height and to
rotor diameters of similar dimensions.

The rated capacity of both HAWTs and VAWTs roof mounted turbines are in the
2.5kW to 6kW range. The construction and operation of wind turbines for use in the
built environment however have to be developed using a different set of design

XXII

Nevertheless, there are increasing numbers of examples of large scale stand alone wind turbines
being implemented in the urban environment. See for example the 600kW turbine installed in the
Sainsburys distribution centre in East Kilbride, Scotland:
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2001/09/SE4063.aspx
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starting points. The design of such urban wind turbines according to van Bussel[33]
has to be defined by the following requirements:

•

Good performance in complex winds

•

Safe operation in the urban environment

•

Low noise level

•

Simple, rugged design

•

Minimised maintenance

•

Aesthetic appearance

The reason why a number of research projects on building integrated wind turbines
have been published recently is easy to understand according to the information
presented in the previous sections.

Arguably, the most relevant work on the

integration of wind turbines in buildings is the report partially funded by the Carbon
Trust that explores the feasibility of building mounted and building integrated wind
turbines (BUTWs)[27]. The report uses the term BUTWs to define wind turbines that
are close to or on buildings. Nevertheless, it differentiates between the building
integrated wind turbines and building mounted wind turbines. Defining the former as
turbines capable of working close to buildings and where possible any augmentation
that the building causes to the local wind flow and that can or cannot be integrated
within the building design. Building mounted wind turbines are defined as those
turbines that are physically linked to the building structure, mainly rooftop mounting.

According to the Carbon Trust report, interest from architects in fitting wind turbines
to buildings has grown in recent years. Although well-known practices are currently
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leading on these kind of projects, there are also some new, innovative architectural
practices that are including BUWTs in their conceptual designs.
One project that features roof mounted wind turbines integrated into the building’s
structure is the COR project by the firm OPPENheim architecture + designXXIII. The
project comprises several HAWTs located at different heights all over the four

façades (Figure 2.8), this decision could be the designer’s way of overcoming the
shortfall of the HAWT not being able to harness wind from changing directions.

FIG. 2.8 COR’s exterior view.

Nevertheless, the annual wind rose, provided on the firm’s site analysis, clearly
shows prevailing winds from the E and SE directions; making the decision of siting
wind turbines on the four façades of the building not financially sensible. Moreover,

as it will be discussed on section 6.3, in a sharp-edged building with flat roof the flow
separates at those sharp edges. Because of the separation at the upwind roof edge,
XXIII

More information available at: www.oppenoffice.com
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the velocity vectors outside the recirculation region are not parallel to the roof. In
the case of the COR project, it is expected that the rotors would be operating in
skewed flow, increasing the probability of failure.

One of the retrofitted projects is the Boston Logan Airport Building (Figure 2.9). The
wind turbine model is the AVX1000
AVX1000,, also known as Architectural WindXXIV. The
manufacturer states that it has been specifically engineered to take advantage of the
acceleration effect of wind as it passes over the building parapet.

FIG. 2.9 Boston Logan Airport Building.

Even if it seems that because of its angled rotor, the Architectural Wind overcomes
the issue of working on skewed flow, the performance of the turbine may vary
because they are designed for installation on a concrete tilt-up and the skew angle

will vary depending on many factors[34]: the position of the roof, the roughness of the

XXIV

More information available at: http://www.avinc.com/cleanenergy.asp
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upwind area, the size of the building, upwind edge rounding and the yaw of the free

stream wind.

The Carbon Trust report provides a comprehensive introduction to wind turbines and
the requirements for assessing the wind resource in urban areas. It also includes a
brief review of the most relevant designs of small wind turbines for urban use
(building mounted) and some designs of turbines that include ducting devices that in
theory are capable of augmenting power by accelerating wind speed (building

integrated).

Probably the most popular of the recent examples of the building integrated designs
using the funnelling concept are the Bahrain WTCXXV twin towers (Figure 2.10). On
March 2007 the successful installation of the three HAWTs was announced, making

the Bahrain twin towers the first architectural project in the world to integrate wind
turbines for energy generation.

FIG. 2.10 Bahrain WTC Twin Towers. Exterior view.

XXV

More information available at: http://bahrainwtc.com/news35.htm
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building

integration wind turbines and aerodynamic
geometry is SOM’s Pearl River TowerXXVI

illustrated in Figure 2.11. The tower’s curvilinear
form funnels air through two inlets in the façade
where two VAWTs are sited.

FIG. 2.11 Pearl River Tower and augmentation inlets.

Two key distinctive features of this design can be pointed out: it is not dependant on
having two tower buildings to funnel wind and the wind turbines are not visually

intrusive.

As a designer, this can be regarded as an ideal way of integrating

renewable energy systems to building design.

XXVI

More information available at: http://www.som.com/content.cfm/pearl_river_tower
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It is clear that the choice of the wind turbine will be highly dependent on the site and
the type of project. Table 2.2 summarises some of the wind turbine models that
have been especially designed for the use in the built environment. Where possible,
the rated capacity and the rated wind velocity were included.

Table 2.2

Wind turbines designed for the built environment.

Table 2.3 summarises some of the wind turbine designs for urban environments that
include augmentation devicesXXVII.

XXVII

N/A is used in tables 2.3 and 2.4 in the cases where the specific information was not available.
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Wind turbines for the built environment with augmentation devices.

Problems associated with the implementation of BUWTs
According to the Carbon Trust[27], BUWTs are likely to fail for several reasons,
including not being robust enough to cope with the turbulence and wind shear that
are characteristic of urban environments. In addition to that, having lower than
expected performance is also identified as a common drawback when developing
wind energy projects.

Additionally, safety measures must be addressed in key points such asXXVIII:
Noise: The selection of wind turbines for urban environments has to comply with low
noise levels. Careful placement of turbines is also required (avoid places of
unfavourable wind conditions, avoid sensitive locations i.e. areas where noise levels
are required to be low).

XXVIII

Any commercial turbine fitted to a building or next to it has to be certified to compliant with BS EN
16400 and be CE marked.
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Structurally transmitted vibration: Turbines must provide special mountings to
absorb or isolate vibration.

When proper consideration is given to these points, wind energy systems can offer a
secure, equitable, affordable and sustainable energy supply, which is vital to future
prosperity. Nevertheless, it has to be kept in mind that the main goal of all energy
projects is to provide energy services that improve quality of life (e.g. health, life
expectancy, and comfort) and productivity.

The concept of distributed energy generation, which means that energy conversion
units are situated close to energy consumers and large units are substituted by
smaller ones, is closely related with the use of BUWT, because it is an efficient,
reliable and environmentally friendly alternative to the traditional energy system. In
terms of technology, distributed energy generation especially aims at the utilisation
of local sources of energy[35].

Nevertheless, in order to properly make assessments of the wind resource at a
specific site for the successful siting of wind turbines, especially in the built
environment, the use of appropriate tools and techniques is needed. The relevant
techniques used for the evaluation of wind conditions around buildings will be
discussed in next chapter.
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Chapter two – key concepts

In this chapter, it has been established that wind energy is one of the most efficient
renewable energy sources, and that due the nature of wind, it is nonetheless,
variable compared to other sources of energy.

It was also recognized that it is

more sensitive to variations in topography and weather patterns.

Nevertheless,

wind energy can be harvested effectively if the wind turbine is sited in a windy area,
- as the power of wind is proportional to the cube of wind speed- and a careful
choice of the type of wind turbine that matches with the wind pattern of the site is
properly made. Consequently, a thorough knowledge on the wind speed
characteristics at a site of interest is very important before planning to harness the
wind energy.

To sum up, (Box. 2.3) to successfully implement wind energy in the built
environment three major issues have to be addressed: Wind resource assessment
and wind characterisation around buildings, structural integration of wind turbines
with buildings and special urban wind turbine design requirements[33].
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Introduction

In this chapter the rationale for the nine cases utilised for this study is given and the
common methods for studying wind flows around buildings are briefly outlined.
Lastly, the selection of the experimental methods is justified.

3.1.1

Chapter overview

This chapter is divided in four main sections (Box 3.1). The first section provides
with an introduction on the selection of the project for this research and briefly
describes its urban context. The second section (3.2) describes and justifies the
selection of cases the nine cases used for this study.

In section (3.3) the common methods for studying wind flows around buildings are
briefly outlined and the rationale for the selected methods for this study is provided.
Additionally, some conclusions and key points are presented in section 3.4.
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3.1.2 The studied building complex
Following the completion of the University of Nottingham’s Jubilee Campus located
in Nottingham, UK; many ideas were put forward for the development of the 6Ha
brown field area next to it (52°57'5.41"N, 1°10'58.59"O), all of them were to include
sustainability issues. Figure 3.1 shows an aerial view of the Jubilee Campus and to
its right the plot of land used for design purposes in this study.

Fig. 3.1

Aerial view of Jubilee Campus and the adjacent 6Ha brown field site used for this study.

One of those ideas was to create a mixed use development that allowed students
and staff for working and living on the site. The fundamental concept in the design
brief was to achieve an autonomous energy community with zero carbon emissions
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by integrating energy efficient and renewable energy technologies as well as many
other sustainability concepts.

A number of masterplans for the site were assessed by the relevant authorities at
the University of Nottingham. Significant importance was to be given to the wind and
solar resources as an integral part of a wider environmental strategy.

The selected plan consisted on 40 detached houses, 8 four-storey buildings for
offices and classrooms and 7 fifteen-storey towers for student accommodation. The
selected building complex used for the wind tunnel and computational modelling in
this study was the group of seven fifteen-storey towers.

3.2

Description of the nine study cases

Nine layout configurations are proposed for this study. They follow the design
objectives of harnessing the prevailing winds to enhance the use of wind energy and
to maximise the use of solar energy. Parallel building configurations were discarded
at early stages, as those configurations are more likely to cause over-shadingI and
uncomfortable wind environments at pedestrian level.

It has been addressed that building orientation, building shape and the separation
between buildings define to a great extent the wind environment around buildings.
In order to investigate possible locations for small wind turbines between the 7

I

Studies before and during the Second World War on the relation between density and daylight
showed that the corridor type street was one of the least efficient from daylight point of view. It was
found that by rotating every other building through 90°, so that adjacent buildings were at right angles,
there was a marked improvement in daylighting for the same density. This suggested the open plan
layout in which buildings would be taller, drawn back from the street and concentrated in the central
parts of sites. Such considerations, lead to the present situation where small groups of towers
[1]
dominate the urban scene. See for example Wise et al .
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studied buildings, two parameters were changed: building orientation (θ) and the
separation between buildings or street canyon (B).

The combination of three different orientations (θ) and three different building gaps
(B) produced the 9 cases examined in this study as illustrated in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Studied cases.

The choice of the studied variables was constrained to the sustainable design brief,
which included energy generation from solar and wind sources. The relevance of a
good choice on the site layout is acknowledged by many authors[2],[3],[4],[5]. It is
regarded as the most important factor affecting the duration of sunlight in buildings
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and having a substantial impact on solar and wind design. Therefore, even though
this study only deals with wind energy generation, the selection or orientations and
distances between buildings was made in a way that all the options guaranteed
optimum use of solar and wind resources.

The variables tested on this study were conceived as part of the iterative design
process at early masterplanning stages, where the proposals establish the principles
of land use for the area, including densities, orientation, grids and blocks. It is only
by this iterative process that the results obtained with the simulations can be
translated into the architectural design, answering the research questions
formulated in chapter one.

According to CABE[6] it is necessary to present these proposals – nine cases in this
study - as three-dimensional models, showing the key urban design principlesII.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the 3D modelling of the studied building complex and the
surrounding buildings. The proposed buildings are sharp-edged for two reasons;
firstly, they correspond to the vast majority of existing buildings and secondly, they
represent a greater opportunity for retrofitting small wind turbines, giving a wider
applicability to the findings of this research.

II

Those urban design principles include the proposed massing, height, densities, orientation, grids and
blocks, (without architectural or style details).
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Three-dimensional model of Jubilee Campus and the adjacent 6Ha masterplan.

3.2.1 The selection of the orientation (θ) variables
The key to optimising the solar potential of the site is to orientate buildings broadly
to the south. This tends to result in an East -West street pattern. It is possible to
move up to 30° away from due south and yet have 90-95% of the maximum output
of a PV module or a solar collector[7]. Ideal building orientation for solar gain is to
stay within 15-20° of due south.

Following these recommendations, the intention of the first orientation is to achieve
maximum incident solar radiation in winter whilst avoiding overheating during
summer months.

To obtain this orientation a calculation was made using

ECOTECT V5.2 software. The weather data for Nottingham site was used.
According to the calculation, orientation (θ= 260˚) is ideal to achieve maximum
incident solar radiation in winter and it will also avoid overheating in summer
months.
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The second orientation of θ= 236˚, was selected so that the buildings’ long façades
were parallel to the prevailing winds. Wind data for Nottingham, UK were obtained
as a TRY file[8] and then exported to ECOTECT V.5.2 software to be later analysed
with the Weather Tool of the same software.

According to the frequency distribution of wind speeds for Nottingham, UK
presented in chapter twoIII, it can be appreciated that the prevailing winds approach
from South-West and West orientations (202.5° <θ <270°).

In this way, the

selection of the second orientation as θ= 236˚ locates the buildings in a good
position to harness the prevailing winds.

The third orientation of θ= 248˚, corresponds to the midpoint between θ= 260˚
orientation (better for solar radiation collection) and θ= 236˚ orientation (better for
wind collection).

The three orientations are in the prevailing winds range of 202.5° <θ <270°. At the
beginning of this study, it was expected that the interaction between the orientations,
the building separation and the variation in height would produce variations on the
wind conditions that would favour some locations more than others for small wind
turbines between the buildings.

3.2.2 The selection of the street canyon (B) variables
Along with the orientation, the distance between buildings was to be varied to
enhance wind speed at heights suitable for siting wind turbines, whilst avoiding

III

Figure 2.5, page 55
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uncomfortable wind speeds at pedestrian level. At the same time, the layout has to
allow inclusive access to and through the site. The distance between buildings had
to be such that allowed for the collection of solar radiation without overheating or
causing over-shading.

Rules of the thumb regarding solar access are that passages of 7 to 8 metres
between three stories buildings will produce a 60 – 70% loss of total annual solar
radiation, while streets of 13 to 14 metres will generate a 30 – 40% loss of total
annual solar radiation[7].

Nevertheless, strict adherence to solar access can serve to space buildings further
and further apart – lowering densities and weakening street enclosure.

Figure 3.3

shows the shadow study for cases one, four and seven. The images on the left side
correspond to June 21st at 11am and images on the right side correspond to a
simulation of solar access for December 21st at the same hour.

In masterplanning terms, the distance between buildings (B) determines the access
to buildings by pedestrians, cycles, car movement corridors, streets, trails, etc. the
pedestrian realm should provide of a sidewalk on each side of the street, often
accompanied by shade trees and places of rest.
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Solar access in Summer and Winter for cases one, four and seven.

The selection of the first distance (B=9) was made so the buildings were closer
together as possible and expecting to enhance wind velocity between the buildings.
This distance will also allow for a generous shared-use pathway. These pathways
usually accommodate two-way travel and are constructed with up to 5 metres in
width (to facilitate passing and mixing of modes) and up to 2 metres in width (for
bicycle parking[9]).
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The second distance of B=12 metres would also allow for pedestrian and bicycle
transit and additionally it can accommodate for a shared green space.

The third choice of the distance variable of B=15 metres, is considered as a
comfortable space between buildings that allows for pedestrian, bicycle and car
transit, whilst still providing with sufficient enclosure to the site. In terms of wind
energy generation, the maximum separation between buildings is to be so, that the
interaction between buildings cannot be neglected and provided with the opportunity
to locate small wind turbines between buildings.

3.3

Methods for studying wind flows around buildings

The study of airflows in and around buildings is required to perform various studies
such as heat and mass transfer analyses, thermal comfort assessments, indoor air
quality studies, system control analyses and contaminant dispersal predictions,
among others. The use of research tools to gain understanding of airflows and
building aerodynamics is therefore of great importance.

The research tools used to understand problems of building aerodynamics can be
divided into three great groups[10]:

Mathematical models
Experimental (both full scale and scale models)
Simulation tools or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations

All of them have specific advantages and drawbacks that define the suitability of the
tool for a certain analysis.
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3.3.1 Mathematical models and experimental methods
Mathematical models are based on the Navier-Stokes equationIV, which describes
the flow behaviour. There are a number of flows that can be approximated with a
special case of the Navier-Stoke equation (the EuIer Equation), in which the flow is
regarded as homogeneous and inviscid. Nevertheless, this method is difficult to
use, extremely time consuming and requires a thorough knowledge of fluid
dynamics.

Experimental methods include full-scale measurements and scale-modelling
techniques (i.e. wind tunnel experiments).

Full-scale measurements of the wind approaching over variable terrain and flowing
through urban environments are perhaps the most accurate way to obtain
information of the wind environment on a particular site.

Besides, these

measurements are required to validate data obtained from scale-modelling
techniques. The major drawback of this approach is that this is a very difficult and
expensive experiment to carry out even once, yet along, many times. The Building
Research Station in the UK carried out extensive investigation on full-scale
experimentation and wind tunnel data validation during the 60’sV. Their full-scale
experiment at Aylesbury is described in detail by Lawson[11].

Wind tunnels have been widely utilised for the study of wind flows around buildings
and the data obtained from the experiments is – under certain circumstances –
considered reliable. It is less expensive than the full scale measurements and can

IV

[12]

For further information on fluid dynamics see Batchelor
and for the application to building
[13]
aerodynamics see Lawson .
V
Amongst them were: Royer House and the GPO Tower in London and a group of terrace houses at
Aylesbury.
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It also has the advantage that it can be

used in early design stages, and by testing different model configurations, the user
can take an informed design decision.

3.3.2 Simulation tools or CFD calculations
Building simulation tools have become part of the many computer applications for
the building design industry. Moreover, simulation tools can provide with a better
understanding for the consequences of design decisions[14].

Within this thesis, the term Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is used to describe
a variety of techniques used to solve and analyse problems in fluid dynamics with
the use of computers and special CFD codes or software. The usefulness of CFD
software is a direct function of its reliability and affordability.

CFD calculations are used to verify the results obtained with mathematical models
and wind tunnel tests. Although the underlying physical equations and the solution
techniques vary, they commonly involve the replacement of the governing flow
equations with a discrete representation and the numerical solution of these
approximate equations using a computer. This discretisation process means that in
all cases the solutions obtained are approximate[15].

CFD simulations are not straightforward to perform and their results still have to
prove their extended acceptability. Furthermore, fluid flow processes are physically
complex and in certain cases the governing equations are only an approximate
representation of the true physical processes.

This level of uncertainty and the
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overall quality and reliability of CFD simulations have been extensively discussed by
Casey and WintergersteVI and many other authors [16],[17],[18],[19],[20].

In addition to the source of errors and uncertainty that are introduced by the
numerical model, the CFD user can also introduce errors and uncertainties, making
the process of performing a CFD calculation even more complex.

The deficiencies or inaccuracies of CFD simulations can be related to a wide variety
of errors and uncertainties. The definitions used in this thesis follow closely the
definitions given in the AIAA[21] guide, as described in chapter five.

The main advantage of CFD modelling is that it is less expensive than full scale
measurements and wind tunnel experiments. Some major drawbacks are that, in
order to produce reliable simulations, sensible knowledge of fluid dynamics is
required; proficiency in the use of the specific and thoroughly validated CFD code is
needed along with related computational skills.

3.3.3 Selection of the research tools
This thesis deals with an hypothetical set of buildings therefore, wind tunnel (chapter
four) and Computational Fluid Dynamics CFD (chapter five) techniques were
selected as the research tools for modelling wind environmental conditions around a
variety of building configurations.

VI

Casey, M. and Wintergerste, T. (Eds) (2000) Best Practice Guidelines, ERCOFTAC Special Interest
Group on Quality and Trust in Industrial CFD, ERCOFTAC Triomflaan 43, B-1160, Brussels.
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The purpose of the tests was to examine wind flow conditions, specifically wind
velocity around the nine proposed building configurations. The tests were done in
order to investigate possible locations for small vertical wind turbines.

The

examined configurations included three variations in the distance between buildings
(street canyon) hereafter referred with the letter B, and three variations in building
orientation (incidence angle), hereafter referred as θ.

The CFD technique was applied as a predictive tool. The numerical findings
generated with the CFD simulations were discussed in chapter six against the
experimental data obtained with the wind tunnel. The purpose was to be able to
draw some conclusions on the siting of small vertical wind turbines near the
buildings and its consequences on building design.

Due to the different nature of the selected tools, their particular methods are briefly
explained in the corresponding chapter, i.e. chapter four includes the theory and
methods used for wind tunnel experiments; similarly, chapter five describes the
considerations that should be observed when performing a CFD simulation.

3.4

Chapter three – key concepts

The interaction of the building orientation, height and form, along with the local
landscape and prevailing wind conditions, changes significantly the wind
environment making it unique and complex. This is why it is best to carry out the
studies of wind environment at master-planning stage; where factors potentially
affecting a particular area of interest can still be changed without affecting the
overall scheme.
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To accurately study wind conditions around buildings a distinctive scale modelling
process is required. Traditionally it has been carried out in boundary layer wind
tunnels. These wind tunnels, however, are not commonly available for architects
and engineers, mainly because of the high costs associated with the construction,
operation and maintenance of these facilities. It is, therefore, difficult for designers
to justify the costs and time involved in a wind tunnel test, especially at design
stage, when they are most likely to benefit from them in order to make informed
design decisions.

CFD techniques present an alternative to wind tunnel tests that have become
increasingly popular for simulating wind conditions around buildings. The
advantages of using CFD are that they can provide with much more information in
less time and for a fraction of the cost than the equivalent in wind tunnel tests.
Clearly, this leads to a substantial reduction of time and money during the design
process.
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Introduction

This chapter presents the wind tunnel experiments, which were conducted for nine
different building configurations, to investigate the influence of building orientation
(θ) and street width (B) on wind velocity at different heights using hot wire
anemometers, which were previously calibrated.

4.1.1

Chapter overview

This chapter is divided in four main sections (Box 4.1). The first section describes
how the use of wind tunnels for building aerodynamics has evolved over the years. It
also provides a general overview of the relevant theories and methodologies related
to the use of wind tunnel modelling and some practical issues that need to be taken
into account when using wind tunnel scale modelling techniques for the
experimental measuring of wind speed in urban environments.
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The second section is a description of the wind tunnel and the measurement and
data acquisition equipment utilised for this research.

In addition, a detailed

explanation of the employed scale models and how they were instrumented for wind
velocity measurement is presented.

The results of the wind tunnel experiment are presented in the last section of the
chapter along with some conclusions. These results will be presented in chapter six
and will be discussed against those found with the CFD simulations described in
chapter five.

4.1.2 Historical use of Wind tunnels
Building aerodynamics is an experimental area that has emerged of aircraft
aerodynamics and wind tunnels are used to produce a variety of studies regarding
wind flow.

Nevertheless, there are many differences regarding the use of wind

tunnels between those disciplines.

A large amount of development in wind tunnel techniques occurred during the
Second World War due to the need for faster fighter aircrafts. Post war use of wind
tunnels became slightly redundant and, as a result, they began to use it in other
fields, including the built environment.

The wind tunnel techniques developed by aircraft engineers that solved their
problems satisfactorily, had to be adapted to meet the new demands of building
aerodynamics.
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that

demanded

the

development of new wind tunnel techniques are:

The description of the wind around buildings is very complex, compared to
the still flows around aircrafts.
Wind around buildings can approach from any direction and has shear and
turbulence that can only be described in statistical terms.
The shapes in the built environment are bluff shapes which cause the air to
separate as it flows around them, rather than smooth sleek shapes, like
wings and fuselages, to which the flow is attached.

Before the importance of shear was appreciated, aircraft type wind tunnels, which
do not contain shear, were used and the data acquired from them were not accurate
for the study of flows around buildings.

Despite those barriers, wind tunnels have been used to study the fluid flow
dynamics of scale buildings since the early 1930’s as reported by Davenport[2] and
Cook[3].

Additionally, a great amount of research on building aerodynamics was

conducted in the UK for wind tunnel studies at the Building Research Station during
the 60’s by Sexton[4], Wise[5] and Lilly-White; among others, and at the department
of Aeronautical Engineering at the University of Bristol by Lawson[6].

Since then, boundary layer wind tunnels have been used to investigate different
effects of wind on buildings and structures. Among them there are studies for:
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Local exterior pressures on walls, cladding and roof components[7],[8],[9]
where mean and fluctuating local exterior pressures on walls, cladding and
roof components are studied.
Area and overall wind loads[10],[11] to test wind loads on specific tributary
areas,

using

pressure

models

and

spatial

or

time

averaging

of

simultaneously acting local pressures.
High frequency force balance

[12]

. High-frequency base balance tests are

commonly used to evaluate loads associated with the fundamental sway and
torsional modes of tall buildings.
Section model tests are conducted using dynamically mounted models. It is
common for the study of bridges but also for other structures.
Aerolastic studies[13] provide information on the wind-induced responses of
buildings, structures and objects that move relative to the wind flow.
Pedestrian winds[14] studies use scaled static models to investigate character
of flow around buildings and structures and to measure local wind speeds
and directions required for environmental assessments.
Air quality / dispersion of pollutants[15],[16],[17]. These tests evaluate the
dispersion of pollutants and determine the resulting air quality around
buildings and in urban areas.
Terrain and topographic studies[18] are conducted to assess the wind energy
potential of particular sites and correlations of flows at different location and
heights.
Natural ventilation/ indoor air quality[19],[20],[21]. This kind of studies estimate
wind induced interior pressures including fluctuations in the presence of
significant openings.
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These and other numerous similar studies have led to a general recognition that
boundary layer wind tunnels and building scale models are valuable tools to provide
quantitative analysis of airflows around buildings.

4.1.3

Theory and development of wind tunnel scale modelling

Wind tunnel scale modelling requirements
Successful test programs begin with a well designed model. The model should
allow for easy change of parts and provide for means of precisely aligning the model
in the tunnel and change the required parameters. Besides these considerations,
when carrying out the wind tunnel experiment, deciding the model scale is usually
one of the first issues that need to be resolved.

In order to investigate wind flows

around buildings in urban environments, a model of the specific group of buildings to
be studied and the adjacent buildings have to be reproduced with adequate detail.
The amount of detail required in the models will be discussed later in this chapter.

In addition to the specific building complex and adjacent buildings, Aynsley et al[22]
suggest that it is essential to model all major buildings for at least 800m,
approximately, the equivalent of eight blocks. Nevertheless, Lawson[23], indicates
that it would be ideal if five streets in all directions from the building complex of
interest were modelled, but as this can rarely be achieved in practice, a minimum of
two streets should be modelled. Ultimately, the linear scale for the model is usually
determined by the extent to be modelled and the size of the working section of the
wind tunnel.
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In order to directly measure wind speed of a scale model in the wind tunnel and
relate this to the full scale building there are a number of factors that must be
considered, being similarity the most important issue among these. Similarity in
scaling can be achieved in different grades [22]:

Geometric similarity, where ratios of linear dimensions are equal
Dynamic similarity, where the ratios of forces are equal
Kinematic similarity, where particle paths are geometrically similar

Consequently, mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles must be correctly
reproduced in order to accurately model the turbulent flow conditions induced by
buildings[22].

Similarity requirements
Geometric similarity
The geometric scale of the model of a building should be chosen to maintain, as
closely as possible, equality of model and prototype (full scale) ratios of overall
building dimensions[24]. It should be noted that this does not mean that the model
building needs to fully model every architectural detail of the prototype building, but
it must include the features that will affect its airflow characteristics, such as
canopies, overhangs, and arcades.

Appropriate scaling ratios have to be considered in a way that the model size does
not cause a blockage of the airflow through the tunnel. It is good practice for wind
tunnel models to have a windward façade visible area of less than 5% of the overall
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wind tunnel cross sectional area to ensure that the airflow around the model is not
affected. A greater value will require blockage corrections[23] or validation of the
data must be ascertained through additional tests at a smaller scale[24].

The effect of models with relative dimensions larger than this would force the
simulated wind to be squeezed between the building and wind tunnel walls in an
unrealistic manner. This puts the scale limits for the model between 1:150 and 1:500
on an average wind tunnel, although scales of 1:1000 can be tolerated under certain
circumstances[23]. Providing model scale has been appropriately considered, it is
possible to achieve geometric similarity.

Dynamic similarity
In order to achieve dynamic similarity, it is very important that the fluid flow
properties in the model are representative of those in the full scale building. A
powerful tool to describe the characteristics of wind flow around buildings and
structures is the dimensional analysis, therefore it is commonly used in engineering
design; it allows formulating a relation between sets of dimensionless groups of
variables which number less than the dependent variables[22].

If the values of the non-dimensional groups are the same in the model and full scale
systems, then both systems will be dynamically similar[1]. In building aerodynamics,
the dimensionless coefficients most commonly used are the pressure coefficient, the
Jensen number (Je), Strouhal number (St) and the Reynolds number (Re)I among

I

[22]

See for example, Aynsley et. al.
dimensionless coefficients.

for a thorough explanation on dimensional analysis and the use of
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others. The use of dimensionless coefficients allows simplifying data representation,
enabling important parameters to be rapidly identified [25].

Probably the most important of those dimensionless coefficients is the Reynolds
number. This is because with the same fluid at full scale and scaled model, the Re
number changes proportionally to the characteristic velocity times the characteristic
size. This means that for a scaled version of a building, the characteristic size can
be a factor 200 smaller (1:200). In order to maintain the same Re number, the
velocity should then be 200 times higher, this is unfeasible to achieve in any wind
tunnel simulation. The Re number at the scaled model will therefore differ from the
full scale model. This Re change can only be ignored if the measured properties are
Re-independent.

Such a Re - independent property is for instance Cd (Drag

coefficient) of some bluff bodies[26].

This is the reason why it is concluded that the effects of scaling should be carefully
considered in any wind tunnel experiment, because they can prevent a direct
translation to the full scale properties.

Therefore, if the boundary conditions are shown to be similar, then the fluid flows in
those systems can be assumed as similar. The boundary conditions that should be
considered include the relative velocities, physical boundaries (i.e. geometric
similarity of the studied building complex and surroundings), temperatures and
turbulence characteristics of the flow systems[27].
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The open jet boundary layer wind tunnel at the School of the Built Environment
(SBE), in the University of Nottingham (UoN), was used to carry out the wind tunnel
experiments described in this chapter. The SBE wind tunnel has been previously
used for scale model studies of natural ventilation[28],[20], indoor air quality and
pollutant dispersal from buildings[19].

Fig. 4.1 Schematic section wind tunnel at SBE.

Fig. 4.2 Schematic plan wind tunnel at SBE.
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Figure 4.1 shows a schematic section of the SBE wind tunnel and principal
components.

Similarly, in Figure 4.2, a plan view of the SBE wind-tunnel is

illustrated. Open jet wind tunnels are less sensitive to flow blockage than wind
tunnels with closed test sections, and this is an open jet tunnel based on the system
described and utilised by Sexton[4].

In the SBE wind tunnel, air flow is drawn into the wind tunnel through the bell-mouth
entrance by a variable speed axial fan of 0.90 m diameter, capable of producing
airflows within a range of approximately 0.5 to 4.5 m.s-1

The incoming air is straightened so it flows parallel to the working section by a
section of 12.5 mm width honeycomb cells. A gauze section is then used to smooth
the airflow further before passing into the settling chamber. The settling chamber is
a short square duct, 0.75 m in length, used to reduce turbulence and disturbances
caused by the honeycomb and gauze sections.

At the end of the settling chamber lies a fence on the floor of the tunnel, above the
fence there are a number of horizontal aluminium slats which allow modifying the
velocity profile of the incoming airflow to produce an approximate boundary layer
profile.

The air flow is then drawn across the working section which is 2.25 m in length, 1 m
wide and 0.75 m high, without significant velocity variations[19]. This working section
is located centrally inside an observation chamber in which the measuring and data
acquisition equipment is also placed.
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The transformer section, where the fan is mounted, acts as a funnel and converts
the airflow from the working section to the fan mountings. The opening of the
transformer is slightly larger than the working section as this allows for the
expansion of the airflow across the working section.

4.2.2

Measurement and data acquisition equipment

Velocity forms part of the major variables requiring measurement in wind-tunnel
investigations. Hot wire anemometers are among the most common instruments to
perform velocity measurements.

Hot wire anemometers come in two different types, constant temperature and
constant current. In this experiment, a standard hot-wire probe with Constant
Temperature Anemometer (CTA) designed for measurements of velocity and
turbulence in gas flows at moderate and low turbulence, was used to measure the
wind velocity.

The measuring and data acquisition equipment constitutes a measuring chain and it
is illustrated on Figure 4.3. This equipment consisted of a single-sensor miniature
wire probe with probe support, cabling and vertical support, a CTA, a signal
conditioner, a connector box, an analogue-digital (A/D) board converter and a
computer.
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Fig. 4.3 Measuring and data acquisition equipment scheme.

The sensor used is the Dantec model 55P16[29]. This single-sensor miniature wire
probe consists of a thin Pt-plated tungsten wire, with a diameter of 5 µm and a
length of 1.25 mm suspended between two prongs. The wire is heated and
maintained at a temperature of about 200 °C. As the wind blows the wire is cooled
and the current is increased to maintain the constant temperature. The wind speed
is related to the voltage output via ‘King’s Law’ convective heat transfer equation.
These wires have a very high frequency response >20 kHz and are therefore very
sensitive to small fluctuations in the wind velocity. Accuracy is typically >1%. The
sensor is built into one with its support and includes 1 m of coax cable with a
bayonet Neill-Concelman (BNC) connector.

A stainless steel graduated vertical support was designed and constructed to hold
the probe at specific heights.

The anemometer used is the Dantec Mini-CTA 54T30, a dedicated single-channel
anemometer built into a small box. It contains a constant temperature anemometer
circuit and a signal conditioner, which allows amplification and bandwidth filtering of
the output signal.
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The CTA signal is acquired via the Computer Boards’ BNC-16SE connector box
which incorporates a 16 front panel mounted BNC’s allowing connection of up to 16
single-ended analogue inputs. The BNC-16SE was connected to the A/D converter
board using the P5 out 32/64 channel and a C100FF-X 1-50 pin cable.

The A/D board installed in the computer is the Measuring Computing PCI-DAS1000.
This board is a multifunction analog and digital I/O board designed for the PCI bus.

The signal was then saved as data-series in a computer using ComputerBoards
DAS Wizard software that runs as a Microsoft Excel add-in.

4.2.3

Scale Model Instrumentation

Nine hypothetical configurations of buildings as thoroughly described in chapter
three, were tested, with the main investigation centred on the building complex
consisting of seven towers of 50 m height (H= 50). The plan layout of buildings used
for this investigation is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4 Model and layout plan as positioned on wind tunnel working table.

A model of the cluster of buildings of interest A, B, C, D, E, F and G and its
surroundings was made out of solid wood scale 1:500. Figure 4.5 illustrates the
model positioned on the wind tunnel working table.

Fig. 4.5

Model on the wind tunnel working section.
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In order to be able to easily modify the passage width between buildings (B) and the
building orientation (θ), three master plans were plotted at the same scale of the
model and attached to the wind-tunnel working section.

In the first plan that was plotted, the first three cases were illustrated. The
studied building complex and adjacent buildings in the first orientation θ=
260˚ with the respective passage widths: B= 9 m, B= 12 m, B= 15 m were
included in the plan. Figure 4.6 shows case one (θ= 260˚, B= 9 m) with the
studied building complex coloured in yellow.

Fig. 4.6

Building complex and surroundings (θ= 260˚, B= 9 m).

The second plotted plan, showed cases four, five and six, the studied
building complex in the second orientation; where the long façades are
parallel to the prevailing winds, θ= 236˚ and the gap between buildings: B=
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9m, B= 12 m, B= 15 m. Figure 4.7 shows the studied building complex in
case four (θ= 236˚, B= 9 m) and neighbouring buildings.

The last three cases were plotted on a different plan, where the studied
building complex was orientated at an angle of incidence θ= 248˚ and the
passage between buildings was varied at the same distances as in previous
cases. Figure 4.8 shows the studied building complex in case seven (θ=
248˚, B= 9 m) and adjacent buildings.

Fig. 4.7

Building complex and surroundings (θ= 236˚, B= 9 m).
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Building complex and surroundings (θ= 248˚, B= 9 m).

Depending on the building orientation (θ), the total model windward façade visible
area varies from 2.5% for θ= 260˚ to a 2% for θ= 236˚ of the overall wind tunnel
cross sectional area. The wooden blocks were then firmly fixed on top of the plotted
plans and rotated and separated according to each case.

For the nine cases the tests were carried out as a series of velocity measurements
at five points between buildings at different heights (h1-h5) as illustrated on Figure
4.9. The idea behind the selection of these measuring points was to investigate the
variation of wind velocity for possible locations for small vertical wind turbines.
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Fig. 4.9 Reference points for sensor location.

Measurements of atmospheric pressure and temperature were recorded prior to
every run. An aneroid barometer was used for measuring atmospheric pressure in
mmHg. Temperature was measured in °C using a mercury thermometer.

During the wind velocity measurements, the probe was mounted in the flow with the
same orientation it had during the calibration.

4.2.4

Hot-wire calibration

Probes with identical sensors have similarly shaped calibration curves[30]. It is
possible to create an individual transfer function on the basis of the output voltage
from the probe at two or multiple known velocities ranging from the minimum to
maximum velocities. This creates a unicurve transfer function for the specific probe
type.
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Directional calibration is not required for single hot wire sensors; therefore, prior to
instrumenting the wooden model, only velocity calibration was carried out. In order
to calibrate the hot wire, a pitot-static tube was used to measure the reference wind
velocity (Uref) of the incoming air at the centre of the working section.

The sensor probe was then exposed with the wire perpendicular to the flow and the
prongs parallel with the flow to a set of known velocities to determine the transfer
function.

Figure 4.10 shows the calibration curve fitted to a fourth-degree

polynomial. The hot wire calibration factors obtained are: -66.748772, 88.686611, 17.3449 and 5.061203.
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Fig. 4.10

4.2.5

Hot-wire multi point calibration curve with fitted 4th order polynomial.

Velocity Profile

As described before, the velocity profile at the SBE wind tunnel was produced by a
series of aluminium slats and measured with a pitot-static tube located at the centre
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The pitot-static tube measured the

reference wind velocity (Uref) of the incoming air. A series of velocity measurements
(U) were taken at different heights with the hot-wire probe, being the results of the
velocity profile shown as a ratio of these velocities to those measured at Uref.
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Fig. 4.11

Measured mean velocity profile fitted to a power law.

Figure 4.11 shows the measured points as a curve for the ratio U/ Uref to a height of
50Zref, which fitted to a power law curve. This indicates that the incident flow
reasonably simulated a natural wind over an urban terrain with a stable wind profile
characterized by the exponent α= 0.23 according to the power law of velocity profile:

(Eqn. 4.1)

 z
U
= K 
Uref
 Zmax

α
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Wind velocity measurements

The wind velocity was measured at five different heights between buildings with a
CTA hot wire. The signal was sent to a spreadsheet using analog input tasks. The
parameters for those tasks were generated using ComputerBoards DAS Wizard
software that runs as a Microsoft Excel add-in.

Tasks were made with 1048 samples per channel and a scan rate of 30Hz. Air
density ( ρ ) was calculated by converting atmospheric pressure (Patm) and
temperature (T) readings, taken prior to every run, to Pa and K, respectively and
then using the equation of state for a perfect gas (Eqn. 4.2), where R is the specific
gas constant for air.

ρ=

(Eqn. 4.2)

Patm
R ×T

Wind velocity u was calculated converting the input voltage of each of the 1048
samples using the hotwire calibration factors applying the following equation:

(Eqn. 4.3)

(

u = CF1 E1 − E 0

)

4

(

+ CF2 E1 − E 0

)

3

(

+ CF3 E1 − E 0

)

2

(

+ CF4 E1 − E0

)

Where:
CF1, CF2,RCF4 are the hotwire calibration factors,
E1 is the sample input voltage
And E0 is the mean input voltage at zero run
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Wind velocities values of each sample were then averaged. Mean velocity values
were divided by the reference velocity (Uref) obtained using the equation:

(Eqn. 4.4)

U ref =

2q
ρ

Where, q , is the dynamic pressure of the air as the result of its motion, measured at
the centre of the working section and ρ is the air density calculated with Equation

4.2.

4.3

Results

These sets of experiments were relatively modest, where only mean velocity
measurements were made at five different heights with a CTA hot wire. Tests were
performed at a single wind velocity and the results are presented as ratios of wind
velocity at those points to a reference wind velocity.

In order to be able to translate those ratios to full-scale, it is crucial to count with an
appropriate statistical description of the local wind climate. For this study, wind data
was acquired as a TRY file as explained in section 2.3.1. The idea is to determine
from this velocity, the velocity of the wind at the measured points between the
buildings, which is what the architect needs to know in order to make informed
decisions on the building design.

Figure 4.12 (a-e) shows five surface graphs that illustrate the ratio u/Uref at each of
the five reference points (h1-h5) between the seven buildings for the nine cases.
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As a general remark, as can be noticed in Figure 4.12, for all the reference points
the ratio in between buildings F-G in cases three (θ= 260˚, B= 15 m), six (θ= 236˚,
B= 15 m) and nine (θ= 248˚, B= 15 m), is equal to zero. This is because those
cases represent the low density urban arrangementsII, where the seventh building
(G) was taken out of the layout plan as described in chapter three.

The ratio u/Uref at these five heights ranges from 0.1 to 1.1. Velocity magnitude
increases with height as expected but in different percentages at each measured
point.
The velocity ratio at a normalized h1 (z/H = 0.2) varies from 0.1 to 0.7, while at h5
ratios show a wider range for the different cases from 0.1 to 1.1.

The location that showed less variation of velocity at different heights was between
buildings A-B for incidence angle θ= 260˚ and B= 9 m (case one) where only an 8%
increase in velocity ratios was recorded.

Table 4.1 summarises the points where measured u/Uref ratios are optimum for
small vertical wind turbine integration. The highest velocity ratio was measured
between buildings D-E for incidence angle θ= 260˚ and B= 15 m (case three) at h5
(z/H = 1). Other locations of high velocity ratios were recorded at h3 (z/H = 0.6)
between buildings D-E for incidence angle θ= 260˚ and B= 15 m and at h5 (z/H = 1)
between buildings D-E and E-F for incidence angle θ= 236˚ at B= 9 m and between
buildings E-F for incidence angle θ= 248˚ at B= 9 m and B= 12 m.

II

Where density is measured by the ratio of area occupied by the buildings to the area of the site.
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Depending on the passage width to building height ratio (B/H), the flow in the street
canyons can be classified as skimming flow (B/H = 0 to 1.2); wake interference flow
(B/H = 1.2 to 5) or an isolated roughness flow (B/H > 5:0) as originally proposed by
Nakamura and Oke[31] and further adopted by Chang and Meroney[16] and Grosso[32]
in their reports.

Flow in the street canyons between the seven buildings in all cases in the present
study can then be regarded as skimming. This issue will be further discussed using
CFD as a visualization tool to corroborate that the flow is indeed, characterized by
stable vortices created in the space between buildings and to assess whether the
flow appears to be skim on the crest of the elements.

It has been suggested by many authors[33],[34],[6],[1] that comparisons of wind tunnel
data and full scale data are particularly important to assure that experimental
techniques provide representative information.

In this study, such comparisons

were carried out with the CFD simulations presented in chapter five, and further
discussed in chapter six; as this research deals with hypothetical building
configurations.
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Table 4.1 Measured velocity ratios suitable for wind turbine integration.
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Chapter four - key concepts and conclusions

Although results will be further discussed in chapter six, it is sensible to bring in
some ideas at this point regarding the reliability of the wind tunnel data obtained.
This aspect must be addressed and should include considerations of both the
accuracy of the overall simulation and the accuracy and repeatability of the
measurements[24].

Unless these questions are carefully considered there will be an inherent risk that
possible insufficiencies and inaccuracies will not be noticed and subsequent
important decisions may be made based on faulty or insufficient data.

In this research careful attention was placed to achieve geometric similarity and
observe blockage considerations that avoid distortion effects of the flow. At the
same time it was necessary to produce a model of an appropriate scale that did not
make it too difficult to model details and to study the wind velocity around them.
Additionally, and in agreement with Farrell and Iyengar findings[35], the selection of
the model scale was intended to represent the surrounding buildings adjacent to the
studied building complex. It was possible to achieve the above requirements for this
study as the model scale 1:500 effectively reproduced the studied building complex
and three blocks in all directions were modelled (above the minimum stated by
Lawson[23]) without exceeding the 2.5% of the overall wind tunnel cross sectional
area.

Even though simulation experiments can be best carried out in long test section
wind tunnels[36], there is evidence that the SBE wind tunnel vertical distributions of
the mean wind velocity can be reasonably well simulated[19].
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In these experiments, the locations that showed less potential to integrate small
wind turbines were between buildings A-B and B-C in any of the tested cases. The
locations that showed greatest potential to incorporate small wind turbines were
between buildings D-E in case three, (θ= 260˚ and B= 15 m) at h3, h4 and h5.

The key points addressed in this chapter are summarised in Box 4.2. It can be
concluded that the important parameters which have to be modelled in the wind
tunnel for the accurate study of wind flows around buildings and that the architect
and building designer should be aware of including: a mean velocity profile roughly
similar to the atmospheric boundary layer, turbulence and the correct sizing of the
scale model.
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Introduction

In this chapter the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations conducted for
nine different building configurations to investigate the influence of building
orientation and passage width on wind velocity at different heights using commercial
code FLUENT 6.1.18 are reported.

5.1.1

Chapter overview

This chapter is divided into four main sections (Box 5.1). The first section describes
how the computational fluid dynamics simulations are commonly used.

It also

provides a general overview of the relevant theories and methodologies related to
the use of the commercial CFD code FLUENT 6.1.18 to simulate airflow around
buildings.
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The second section (5.2) is the description of the procedure used in this study to
carry out the CFD simulations. A detailed explanation on how the domain, geometry,
grid and boundary conditions were specified in GAMBIT and in FLUENT for the
simulations is provided.

The results of the CFD simulations are presented in section 5.3. These results will
be discussed in chapter six against those found with the wind tunnel experiments
described in chapter four. Additionally, some conclusions and key points are
presented in section 5.4.

5.1.2

Overview of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Computer simulations are credited with speeding up the design process, increasing
its efficiency, and enabling the comparison of a broader range of design variants.
Moreover, simulation tools can provide with a better understanding of the
consequences of design decisions, which increases the effectiveness of the design
process as a whole[1].

In recent years, advances in computer-aided design and simulation tools have been
accompanied by a proliferation of applications in the built environment, especially in
architectural design, structural analysis and –to some extent– operation of buildings.
Since the mid-1970's a number of sophisticated dynamic thermal energy software
have been developed, which are now being taken up by the building industry[2].
Those for CFD, however, have progressed relatively more slowly. The reason for
this is that the mathematical representation of the physics of fluid flows and their
numerical solution procedures are very complex.
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Nevertheless, as explained in chapter three, the application of CFD simulations in
the built environment is an alternative method to field measurements and wind
tunnel simulations, and it is rapidly gaining acceptance.

CFD simulations for studying wind flows around buildings have many advantages;
some of the major errors in the measurements of the flow properties calculated on
scaled versions of the full-scale building were introduced in chapter four, it was
concluded that measured flow properties at the scaled model should represent the
flow properties at full-scale. In wind tunnel experiments, this requires that some
similarity rules between scaled model and full-scale building be fulfilled.

CFD

calculations do not have this scaling problem because the flow can be simulated at
full-scale. They present the alternative in the case of inevitable scaling problems in
measurements with wind tunnels.

Moreover, CFD has been profusely used in recent years for different types of
studies regarding flows in and around buildings:

To study natural ventilation effects[3],[4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[9]
To investigate airflow around buildings[10],[11],[12],[13],[14] including pedestrian
comfort[15]
To analyse the thermal performance of glazed double facades[16]
To study mean pressure coefficients[17]
To describe the three-dimensional characteristics of flow regimes within
urban canyons [18],[19]
To model urban air quality[20],[21]
To study wind effects on tall buildings[22]
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These and other numerous similar studies have led to an apparent general
acceptance that, provided that the domain, grid, boundary conditions and turbulence
model are properly set up, it is possible to obtain realistic predictions with CFD
simulations and can be utilized with confidence to replicate full scale flow conditions
in and around buildings, such as air movement (natural ventilation), temperature and
pressure distributions in and around buildings and contaminant concentration.

5.1.3

CFD modelling requirements

Because the environmental and building designers' interests are focused only on the
results of CFD simulations, rather than the processes involved in obtaining these
results, only a brief explanation of the numerical methods behind the CFD
simulations for studying building aerodynamics is presented in this section, along
with some requirements that have to be taken into consideration to minimise the
possibility of error in the results.

CFD modelling is not a straightforward process, and issues of quality control in the
CFD simulations have been raised by many authors[3],[23],[24],[25],[26],[27] in fact, there is
evidence that even with a specific training in fluid dynamics, obtaining accurate
results with CFD simulations is not a simple task.

In a very interesting study, Chen and Zhai[3] asked a group of graduate students
majored in mechanical engineering that possessed sufficient knowledge of fluid
dynamics, heat transfer and numerical methods, to run a simulation of a given
problem with a commercial CFD code. They reported that none of the students
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The errors

during the simulation set up of the given problem included:

Difficulty in selecting a suitable turbulence model
Incorrect setting of boundary conditions
Inappropriate selection of grid resolution
Failure to estimate correctly convective portion of the heat from the heat
sources
Improper use of numeric techniques, such as relaxation factors and internal
iteration numbers

Since the above mentioned are detected as the most common causes of error in
CFD simulations, the next sections will provide a brief explanation of those topics
that are relevant for this study (i.e. turbulence model, boundary conditions, grid
resolution, and the use of numeric techniques)II.

The atmospheric surface layer flow varies considerably depending on the thermal
stability (i.e. stable, unstable or neutral) and the nature of the terrain and since
turbulence normally dominates; an unsteady treatment is required in principle.
Nevertheless, a time average leading to a statistically steady description of the
turbulent flow is commonly used within urban environments and it is in general
modelled with CFD by solving the fundamental governing equations of fluid

I

[3]

Chen and Zhai had experimental data for the given problem that allowed them to verify the results of
the CFD simulations carried out by the students.
II
In this study no heat sources are used, therefore no explanations of the heat transfer processes are
provided.
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dynamics that describe the exact behaviour of a Newtonian fluid, including the
effects of turbulence. These five equations areIII:

The equation of motion in each of the three components of direction (the
Navier-Stokes equations)
The continuity equation and
The energy equation.

These governing equations are complex mathematical procedures, but they become
more amenable when they are averaged in time[28]. This means that the governing
equations are rewritten using a decomposition into an averaged component and a
fluctuating componentIV.
velocity,

pressure

and

When this decomposition procedure is used for the
temperature

variables,

it

is

called

the Reynolds

decomposition.

The decomposed flow equations are time-averaged or ensemble averagedV, and
when they are used for the Navier Stokes equations, they receive the name of
Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations (RANS)[29].

Most of the turbulence

terms disappear in the RANS equations, but new terms; the Reynolds stresses,
appear. Modern numerical techniques, (with appropriate turbulence models), allow
solutions to be computed when assumptions are made about these Reynolds
stresses in order to close the RANS equationsVI.

III

[30]

A comprehensive explanation on the governing equations can be found in Anderson

For instance, the instantaneous velocity component ui is decomposed by: u i = u i + u ' i , being ui
the averaged component.
V
The most mathematically general average is the ensemble average, in which a given experiment is
repeated a large number of times and average the quantity of interest (i.e. velocity) at the same
[31]
position and time in each experiment .
VI
It is possible to directly solve (without the use of turbulence models) the RANS equations for laminar
and turbulent flows when all of the relevant length scales can be contained on the grid; this is called a
IV
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Different approximations of the flow equations or turbulence models can increase or
decrease the computational effort to solve the equations. The constraints lie in the
choice of the turbulence model and the grid configuration; nevertheless, it is
important to realize that even if the governing equations of the given problem are
solved accurately, the result may be wrong if the governing equations – and
boundary conditions – do not model the intended physics, like using the wrong
turbulence model, neglecting buoyancy effects, or over simplifying the studied
geometry[26].

Different turbulence models are able to cope with different flow elements.

It is

important then, to briefly discuss some of these turbulence models in order to show
their advantages and constraintsVII. Box 5.2 summarises the most commonly

direct numerical simulation (DNS). In general, however, the range of length scales appropriate to the
problem is larger than even today's massively parallel computers can model, limiting DNS to very
simple geometries.
VII
[31]
See Bhaskaran and Collins for a comprehensive explanation on the use of turbulence models in
commercial CFD codes.
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turbulence models used in commercial CFD codes, highlighting the choice of
turbulence model used for this study.

Turbulence models
The standard k- ε model
The k-ε turbulence model is the most used and most popular of all the RANS
models.

It needs a small computational effort, but the model has limited physical

background.

It is based on a two-equation model; one transport equation for

turbulent kinetic energy (k) and one transport equation for the dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy (ε).

The limitations of this model to simulate airflows around buildings are summarised
by Mertens[29] as follows:

It has a limited applicability restricted to fully turbulent wall bounded and free
shear flows.
It is not sensitive to free stream turbulence
It cannot be trusted in flows that involve strong streamline curvature, and
It produces a spuriously large generation of k and a resulting over prediction
of the eddy viscosity (µt) around a stagnation point.

Although standard k-ε turbulence model has been proved to give accurate results on
roof-top mean pressure coefficients simulations[17] and some researchers are also
in favour of k-ε turbulence model to simulate wind flow conditions around
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buildings[32], there is evidence that it has limitations when representing the
atmospheric surface layer[29].

The realizable k- ε model
In order to reduce some shortcomings of the standard k-ε model, the CFD package
FLUENT 6.1.18, which was used for the calculations in this research, provides more
sophisticated modelsVIII, as well as more elaborated options to the k-ε model: the
realizable k-ε model and the RNG k-ε model. The last one is not discussed here,
because initial studies[29] showed that the realizable model gives the best
performance of all k-ε models, for simulating flows around buildings.

The realizable k-ε model has additional terms and functions in the transport
equation for k and ε, which make the model applicable to a wider range of flows.
Differently than the standard k-ε model, where the eddy viscosity (µt) is calculated
with:

(Eqn. 5.1)

k2
µ t = ρCµ
ε

In this equation, Cµ is assumed with constant value (0.09). The improvement of the
realizable k-ε model is that Cµ is no longer constant but sensitised to gradients in
the main flow. Moreover, this model reduces the large generation of k around the
stagnation point and it gives physical or realizable results at large strain rate. The

VIII

Models that use more than two transport equations such as the seven-equation Reynolds Stress
Model (RSM) and time-dependent Large Eddy Simulation (LES), are not presented here because their
[33],[29],[26]
large need of computational resources has been documented
, and thus exceed the limitations
of this research.
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additional information in the realizable k-ε model results in some important
advantages compared to the standard k-ε model.

According to Mertens[34] the realizable k-ε model should give better results for:

The spreading rate of planar and round jets
Boundary layers under strong pressure gradients
Separation
Recirculation

These conditions provide with a rationale for utilizing the realizable k-ε model for the
CFD calculations carried out in this study.

5.1.4

FLUENT CFD code

For this study, the commercial CFD code FLUENT 6.1.18 was used to simulate fullscale airflow around buildings.

It has been explained that CFD codes work by

solving the governing equations with the use of a turbulence model. Different CFD
commercial codes have different discretisation methods to solve those governing
equationsIX.

FLUENT code uses a finite-volume discretisation methodX to solve the governing
equations; that means that the region of interest (the domain) is divided into a finite
number of cells or control volumes (the mesh or grid).

In the simulation, the

IX

Some discretisation methods used by other commercial codes include: finite element, finite
difference and boundary element method.
X
The finite-volume method is regarded to be better suited for modelling flow past complex
[33]
geometries .
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variables are solved at the centre of the cell. The values at other locations are
determined by interpolating those values. In other words, the accuracy of the
numerical solution will usually improve with an increased number of grid points,
especially if the increase is made in spatial regions with complex geometries[26]. For
this reason the creation of the mesh (or grid) is one of the most important issues to
consider for a successful CFD simulation.

FLUENT software includes three main components[33]:

A pre-processor: where the domain, geometry and mesh are created; and
fluid flow properties and the type of boundaries are specified.
A solver: where boundary conditions created – or modified – the turbulence
model is selected and converge criteria is applied.
A post-processor: where the modelled results are analysed both numerically
and graphically.

The computational domain
For 3D problems or 2D complex geometries, it is common that the domain, the grid
and the geometry of interest (buildings) are created in FLUENT bundled preprocessor software, GAMBIT.

GAMBIT uses a user friendly graphic interface that

allows easy access to the commands via either keyboard or icons.

As reported by Hu and Wang[11], there are no explicit rules dictating the size of the
domain; nevertheless, some authors[10] suggest that the size of domain can be a
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multiple of the characteristic height of the buildingXI and many others test the
sensitivity of the flow field to the domain size and thus determine their domain size
by trial-and-error[32],

[11]

. Hall[35] suggests that the distance between any edge of the

domain and the buildings must be at least five times the characteristic height of the
building.

The extent of the built area (e.g. surrounding buildings) that is represented in the
computational domain depends on the influence of those features on the region of
interest. An experience from wind tunnel simulations is that a building with height Hx
may have a minimal influence if its distance from the region of interest is greater
than 6-10 Hx. Thus, as a minimum requirement, a building of height Hx should be
represented if its distance from the studied building complex is less than 6Hx. In
case of uncertainty regarding the influence of distant buildings on the flow in the
area of interest, COST[23] best practice guidelines recommend to perform
simulations with and without the surrounding buildings.

Specifying the right size for the domain and the extent of the area to be modelled in
the CFD model, has similar implications in the simulation results as those explained
in section 4.1.3 regarding scaling ratios and blockage corrections for the wind tunnel
simulations. Ultimately, the size of the entire computational domain in the vertical,
lateral and flow directions depends on the area that is to be represented and on the
boundary conditions that will be used.

XI

[23]

It was only with the recent publication of the COST best practice guidelines for the CFD simulation
of flows in urban environments that more educated recommendations of domain size can be made.
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The computational grid
Once the domain and the geometry of interest are generated in the pre-processor,
the next step to be followed is the division of the domain, known as space
discretisation; which divides the continuous space into a finite number of grid points:
a computational grid.

FLUENT offers two different types of grids to be used:

structured grids and unstructured grids.

In the structured grids, the number of cells that share a common vertex is uniform
within the domain; this means that the geometric domain is decomposed into subdomain blocks, within which a structured grid is generatedXII. The generation of the
domain decomposition into blocks requires much time and effort as it has to be
defined by the user.

Unstructured grids have triangular (tri) or quadrilateral (quad) mesh elements for 2D
problems, and tetrahedral, pyramidal, hexahedral or wedge computational cells for
3D problemsXIII. Unstructured grids are more flexible and easier to generate than
structured grids and better for refinement near the zone of interest.

The

disadvantage of an unstructured grid is the irregularity of the data structure, which
means that the development of accurate discretisation and efficient solution
methods are more difficult to achieve than with a structured grid.

The standard procedure to create the grid is to first mesh the edges of the geometry,
then the faces and lastly, the volumes.

XII

For 2D and 3D problems in GAMBIT the commands Map and Submap are used to create a regular,
[36]
structured grid of mesh elements .
XIII
[36]
GAMBIT uses the commands Pave, Tri Primitive and Wedge Primitive to create an unstructured
grid of mesh elements for 2D problems and Tet Primitive, Cooper, TGrid, Stairstep and Hex Core for
3D problems.
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As discussed before, the accuracy of the results is directly related to the number of
grid points used; nevertheless, if the mesh continues to be refined, it will reach a
point where the solution will not vary much.

This is known as grid convergence or

grid-independency. This can be achieved by comparing two converged solutions for
two different grids: a fine and a course grid.

Zone type specifications
In GAMBIT, zone-type specifications define the physical and operational
characteristics of the model at its boundaries and within specific regions of its
domain. There are two classes of zone-type specifications: boundary types and
continuum types.

Boundary type specifications define the physical and operational characteristics of
the model at those topological entities that represent model boundaries. Typically,
they consist of the selection of a surface (in 3D problems) specifying it as inlet,
outlet, wall and/or symmetry boundary conditions.

Continuum type specifications define the characteristics of the model within
specified regions of its domain. These specifications include the definition of a
volume entity as fluid or solidXIV.

The definition of boundary conditions greatly affects the results of the simulations.
Different authors have different approaches to specify the boundary conditions in the

XIV

Note that because each computational solver is associated with a unique set of available boundary
types, in order to define them in GAMBIT a solver has to be selected beforehand, preferably before the
creation of the domain and geometry. For this study the solver used is FLUENT 5/6.
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computational domain. Table 5.1 summarises the specified boundary conditions for
relevant studies where wind flows were simulated around buildingsXV.

Table 5.1 Boundary conditions used for studies of wind flows around buildings.

From Table 5.1 it can be appreciated that some authors specify the inlet velocity
with the logarithmic profile equation[37],[29],[38]:

XV

Note that method to specify velocity, turbulence and dissipation profiles varies according to the CFD
code being used. In FLUENT, a User Defined Function is needed, as will be explained in the following
sections.
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u*  z + z0 

ln
K  z0 

Where K is the von Karman constant equal to 0.4, z0 is the aerodynamic roughness
length and the friction velocity ( u* ) is usually calculated from a specified velocity Uh
at a reference height h, with equation 5.3:

u* =

(Eqn. 5.3)

KUh
 h + z0 

ln
 z0 

While some authors specify the inlet velocity profile with the power law
equation[39],[11],[17] (Eqn.

4.1),

and other authors specify a uniform velocity at the

inlet[19].

The turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation profiles are calculated with
equations 5.4 and 5.5 respectively.

(Eqn. 5.4)

u*2
k=
Cµ
ε

(Eqn. 5.5)

=

u*3
K (z + z0 )
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The shear stress at a height g the bottom of the boundaryXVI is calculated locally
with equation 5.6 and the friction velocity at a height g is calculated with equation 5.7.

(Eqn. 5.6)

τ g = ρ u*g

(Eqn. 5.7)

u* g =

KUg
z +z 
ln g 0 
 z0 

Once the domain, geometry, mesh and zone-types are created in GAMBIT, a mesh
file (*.msh) can be created and exported to FLUENT to initiate calculations and
solve the given problem.

Solver
Once the mesh file is read in FLUENT as a case, the first step is to check the grid
for errors and verify that the boundary types created in GAMBIT are correct. It is
possible to modify an existing boundary-type specification created in GAMBIT. The
boundary conditions represent the influence of the surroundings that have been cut
off by the computational domain and they specify the flow and thermal variables on
the boundaries of the physical model. They determine to a large extent the solution
inside the computational domain and are; therefore, a critical component of CFD
simulations and it is important that they are specified appropriately.

FLUENT available boundary types are classified as follows[33]:

XVI

[38]

Only Richards and Hoxey

use this approach for specifying the bottom boundary.
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Flow inlet and exit boundaries: pressure inlet, velocity inlet, mass flow inlet,
intake fan, inlet vent, pressure outlet, pressure far-field, outflow, outlet vent
and exhaust fan.
Wall, repeating, and pole boundaries: wall, symmetry, periodic and axis.
Internal cell zones: fluid and solid.
Internal face boundaries: fan, radiator, porous jump, wall and interior.

Once the boundary conditions are revised and specified, the next step is to select
the turbulence model to be used to run the simulations. As explained before, the
selection of the turbulence model depends on the nature of the flow to be modelled.

Because the governing equations are non-linear, it is necessary to iterate through
successive approximations until a converged solution is obtained. This means that
the residualsXVII fall below a determined chosen value which is referred to as the
convergence criterion. The scaled residuals option available is a more appropriate
indicator of convergence for most problems[33]. Although there are no universally
accepted criteria for judging the final convergence of a simulation[27], the default
convergence criterion in FLUENT requires that the scaled residuals decrease to 10-3
for all the equations.

Nevertheless, the convergence criterion chosen for each

conservation equation is problem-dependent.

At this stage, the user has defined the convergence criterion and the number of
iterations to run, hence, the solution will stop automatically when each variable

XVII

Residuals are 3D fields associated with a conservation law, such as conservation of mass or
momentum. They indicate how far the present approximate solution is away from perfect conservation
(balance of fluxes).
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meets its specified convergence criterion. In the post-processing stage, the results
are analysed, either graphically (i.e. using contour or vector plots) or numerically
(i.e. exporting data files to further analyse with the use of a spreadsheet).

5.2

CFD tests configuration

For this study several CFD tests using commercial code FLUENT 6.1.18 were
carried out before determining an optimal set up configuration that would best model
real conditions. Those tests include changing the domain size, modelling the studied
building complex with and without surroundings, working with different grid types
and sizes, change of turbulence models, change of boundary conditions (especially
the velocity inlet), and changes in the convergence criterion.

In the following sections only the set up for the CFD simulations that were used to
compare with the wind tunnel results are described.

The nine cases were modelled using real scale magnitudes to allow direct
interpretation of the results. Box 5.3 summarises the standard procedureXVIII used to
carry out the CFD simulations in this study.

5.2.1

Pre-processor

The physical domain and the three-dimensional geometry of the buildings for the
nine cases in this study were created and meshed using FLUENT pre-processor

XVIII

Adapted from

[40]

and

[41]

. Further details can be consulted in

[33]

.
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GAMBIT 2.2. Boundary types and fluid flow properties were also defined in
GAMBIT, as explained in the following sections.

The creation of the domain and the geometry

Fig. 5.1 Computational domain and geometry.
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The domain size was 1150 m X 704 m X 400 m in all simulations. Figure 5.1
illustrates the studied building complex and surround
surrounding
ing buildings within the
computational domain. The domain was sub-divided into two zones; a smaller subdomain was created around the tower buildings to allow for generating a finer mesh
next to the buildings and a coarser mesh at the domain boundaries, thus reducing
the computational resources needed to solve the simulation.

The windward

distance was 10 times the characteristic height of the tower buildings (L) and the
leeward distance was 5L.

Setting the meshing scheme
An

unstructured

tetrahedral

grid

was used to mesh
all the faces and
volumes
domain.

in

the

The Tri-

Pave meshing scheme
was applied to all faces. This creates a face mesh
consisting of irregular triangular mesh elements. This
scheme was used because there are no restrictions on

the edge mesh intervals for the Tri-Pave meshing scheme,
allowing smaller cells near the interest zones, between the

tower buildings.

Fig. 5.2

Unstructured tetrahedral grid: a) Domain, b) studied building

complex and c) between towers.
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Volumes were meshed using the TGrid scheme, which creates a mesh that consists
primarily of tetrahedral elements, but which may also contain hexahedral, pyramidal,
and wedge mesh elements. Nevertheless, because of the fact that for this study all
faces were previously meshed with Tri-Pave scheme, only tetrahedral elements
were created.

Figure 5.2 (a-c) shows the domain, the geometry and the mesh as

used in case one.

The TGrid meshing scheme was used to mesh all volumes in the nine cases as it
imposes no restrictions on the types of edge or face meshes that can be previously
applied to the volume and it allows easier control of the refinement for the
tetrahedral mesh by means of the GAMBIT program defaults[36].

Defining the boundary types
The boundary conditions for this study were defined to simulate a neutral
atmospheric boundary layer. The effect of changes in wind direction with height was
to be included in the model by properly selecting the incoming flow profile. The
velocity profile at the domain inlet was specified with a User Defined Function
(UDF).

The UDF is a function written in the C programming language using any

text editor that can be dynamically loaded with the FLUENT solver using predefined
macros and functions supplied by Fluent Inc[42].

The boundaries types of the domain for this study are illustrated in Figure 5.3, and
were specified as follows:

Bottom plane: wall with standard wall functions.
Top and sides planes: Symmetry.
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Outlet: Outflow.
Internal sub-domain: Interior.
Inlet: velocity profile specified using an UDF.

Fig. 5.3 Domain boundary types.

Bottom plane
Wall boundary conditions are used to bound fluid and solid regions. The standard
wall functions provided in FLUENT were used at the bottom boundary because they
work reasonably well for a broad range of wall-bounded flows and the wall boundary
conditions for the solution variables, including mean velocity, temperature, species
concentration, k, and ε, are all calculated with the standard wall functions.

Top and sides planes
FLUENT assumes a zero flux of all quantities across a symmetry boundary.
Symmetry boundary conditions were chosen at the top and side faces of the domain
because they enforce a parallel flow by requiring a vanishing normal velocity
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component at the boundary, having mentioned that it is recommended that the
boundary face be positioned far enough away from the built area of interest in order
not to lead to an artificial acceleration of the flow in the region of interest[33].

Outlet
Outflow boundary conditions in FLUENT are used to model flow exits where the
details of the flow velocity and pressure are not known prior to solution of the flow
problem. Outflow condition was selected for the outlet plane because outflow
conditions are extrapolated from within the domain and have no impact on the
upstream flow. The extrapolation procedure used by FLUENT updates the outflow
velocity and pressure in a manner that is consistent with a fully-developed flow
assumptionXIX. Only the diffusion fluxes in the direction normal to the exit plane are
assumed to be zero.

Internal sub-domain
In order to reduce the computational resources needed, an internal sub-domain was
created enclosing the studied building complex. This allowed creating a finer mesh
around the tower buildings, where more grid points were necessary. The boundary
conditions of this sub-domain were regarded as interior. In FLUENT this creates an
internal ‘wall’ that does not obstruct the wind flow and, hence, does not have any
effect on wind velocity.

XIX

Fully-developed flows are flows in which the flow velocity profile (and/or profiles of other properties
such as temperature) is unchanging in the flow direction.
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Inlet
To create the UDF C source code file, an equation that defined the user-defined
function has to be specified. For the simulations described in this study this equation
was the power law equation using the coefficients found in the experimental work
carried out with the wind tunnel as described in chapter four (Eqn
writing purposes, equation

4.1).

For UDF

4.1 has to be re-arranged as shown in equation 5.8, being

the complete UDF source code shown in Appendix 1:

(Eqn. 5.8)

F_PROFILE(f, thread, index) = 5.4775 * pow ((z/50),.2275);

Source code files containing UDFs can be either interpreted or compiled in
FLUENT. The major difference between interpreted and compiled UDFs is that
interpreted UDFs cannot access FLUENT solver data using direct structure
references; they can only indirectly access data through the use of Fluent-supplied
macros[42], making the compiled UDFs more versatile.

Interpreted UDFs are

interpreted from the source code using a graphical user interface in a single-step
process. The process, which occurs in this study, when defining the boundary
conditions before running the simulation, involves a visit to the Interpreted UDFs
panel to interpret the function in a source file.

Although interpreted UDFs have some advantages as not requiring a C compiler
and the fact that they are portable to other platforms; their main disadvantages are
that they are slower than compiled UDFs, they are restricted in the use of the C
programming language and they can access data stored in a FLUENT structure only
by using a predefined macro. For these reasons the use of interpreted UDFs is
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restricted for small, straightforward functions, which is the case for defining the inlet
velocity profile boundary for the simulations carried out in this study.

5.2.2

Problem set up in FLUENT

This study represents the simplest case in which the density can be treated as a
constant as is normally done in the context of flows in urban areas. Box 5.4
summarises how the CFD simulations carried out in this study were set up, including
3D space domain extents and grid size. Standard wall functions were used for all
simulations.

The problem was regarded as steady and the solver was used in

segregated mode. First order upwind discretisation schemes were used for the
momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate equations.
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Turbulence model
The choice of turbulence model used for the simulations in this study was based on
the flow's physics to be modelled, the best practice guidelines, the available
computational resources, and the amount of time available for each simulation. Air
turbulence was represented by the Realizable k–ε turbulence model. The air flowing
between the buildings was regarded as an incompressible flow.

Tests Convergence and solution accuracy
As stated before, there are no universal metrics for judging convergence. The
chosen convergence criterion for all the simulations in this study was configured so
that the scaled residuals decrease to 10-4 for all the equations. The calculations will
stop when the number of iterations are finished or when the solution of the problem
has converged.

5.3
5.3.1

CFD tests results

Velocity profile

Before simulating the flow over obstacles, it is good practice to carry out an analysis
to ascertain whether the chosen grid and boundary conditions are consistent and
there is no substantial change in the specified inflow boundary profiles[23].

Therefore, in order to verify that the simulations settings were able to satisfactorily
reproduce the atmospheric surface layer, a test was done with the empty domain to
assess the velocity profile at different points along the domain. Figure 5.4 presents a
plot of the cell-centred values of the streamwise wind speed, u, profiles at the inlet,
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outlet and at the middle of the domain. The profiles are to a height of 50Zref (300m)
and at distances of 10, 600 and 1000m along the domain. It can be appreciated that
the velocity profile of the u-component of velocity was maintained throughout the
entire length of the domain.

Similar plots of the velocity profiles were made for every simulated case to a height
of 50Zref and at different distances along the fetch to analyse any variation from a
developed surface layer. The plots were made at distances of X=10m for the inlet,
X=1000m for the outlet, X=350m (upstream surrounding buildings) and X=600m at
the studied building complex.

50.0
45.0
40.0
35.0

Z/Z ref

30.0
Inlet
25.0

X=600m
Outlet

20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

-1

u -Vel (m.s )

Fig. 5.4 Velocity profiles at different points along the empty domain.
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Fig. 5.5 Velocity profiles. Case one (θ= 260˚, B= 9 m).
In general terms, in the case of a homogeneous equilibrium boundary layer flow, the
velocity profiles should not change until the built area is reached[23]. Figure 5.5
illustrates the plots at cell-centred values for case one (θ= 260˚, B= 9 m). It appears
that the velocity profile of the u-component of velocity was maintained reasonably
well along the domain, with an observable change when reaching the studied
building complex at X=600 m. It should be noted that the velocity profile at the
outlet was not completely smooth for this case and for case four (Appendix 2), both
cases with B=9 m. It remains an open question whether this could be improved with
a modification on the CFD domain, by increasing the leeward distance from the
building complex to the outlet boundary, therefore allowing the flow to develop even
further before reaching the outlet.

Nevertheless, as the plots of the velocity profiles in Appendix 2 show, the rest of the
cases present a reasonably well maintained velocity profile throughout the domain
including those at the outlet. Small differences in the u-component of velocity were
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Possible reasons for those

differences will be discussed in next chapter.

5.3.2

Velocity magnitude ratios

The ratio u/Uref ranges from 0.1 to 1.1 in all cases, at the five different heights. The
lower computed ratios were located at h1 (z/H = 0.2) ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 and the
higher ratios were found at h5, varying from 0.1 to 1.1.

The cases that presented better possibilities for small wind turbines integration - i.e.
the cases with higher computed velocity ratios - were those with orientation θ= 260˚
that is, cases one, two and three.

Overall, the higher ratios were located at the five different reference points between
buildings D-E for orientation θ= 260˚ and B= 15 m (case three), at all heights, as
follows: h1=0.87, h2=0.91, h3=0.95, h4=0.90 and h5=1.01.

Table 5.2 summarises the points where the computed u/Uref ratios are most
favourable for small vertical wind turbine integration, indicated with a dot between
buildings on the schematic plan.

The highest velocity ratio computed was found between buildings D-E for orientation
θ= 260˚ and B= 15 m (case three) at h5 (z/H = 1). Other locations of high velocity
ratios were recorded between buildings E-F for the same case at h5. At the same
height (z/H = 1) high ratios were found between buildings E-F for orientation θ= 248˚
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and B= 15 m (case 9) and between buildings F-G and for θ= 260˚ and B= 12 m
(case 2).

Various points at h4 (z/H = 0.8) also presented high computed u/Uref ratios; between
buildings D-E and E-F for orientation θ= 248˚ at B= 15 m and between buildings E-F
and F-G for orientation θ= 260˚ at B=9 and between buildings F-G for the same
orientation and B= 12 m.

At h3 (z/H = 0.8) the reference point that registered the higher computed ratio was
between buildings D-E for orientation θ= 260˚ at B=15 m (case three).
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Table 5.2 Computed velocity ratios suitable for wind turbine integration.
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6 comparison and discussion of results

6.1

Introduction

In this chapter the experimental results obtained with the wind tunnel modelling are
presented and discussed against those obtained with the computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations. The influence that building orientation (θ) and building
passage width (B) have on wind velocity at different heights (h1-h5) is examined.
Conclusions and recommendations on the optimal requirements for simulating wind
flow over urban environments around buildings are provided.

6.1.1

Chapter overview

This chapter is divided in four main sections (Box 6.1). The first section presents a
summary of the required procedures to correctly simulate wind flows around
buildings in urban environments using boundary layer wind tunnels and
computational fluid dynamics.
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The second section discusses the general similarities and differences between the
experimental and the computed results using CFD as a visualization tool.
Additionally, the influence that building orientation (θ) and building passage width
(B) have on wind velocity at different heights (h1-h5) are examined. In the third
section, the key concepts of the chapter are summed up. Finally, in the last section
of this chapter conclusions and recommendations – relevant to architectural building
design – on the simulations of wind flows in the atmospheric surface layer for urban
environments using wind tunnels and CFD are presented.

6.1.2 Summary of wind tunnel and CFD results
The experiments conducted on the SBE wind tunnel and the CFD simulations made
using FLUENT 6.1.18, aimed to investigate possible locations for small wind
turbines between a hypothetical building complex integrated by seven tower
buildings of 50m height.

The objective of both experimental and computational

modelling was to simulate the real conditions of the atmospheric surface layer and
afterwards to translate those numerical findings into practical architectural design
decisions. To illustrate some of those design decisions some case studies will be
discussed further in the next chapter.

To ensure the correct simulation of the atmospheric surface layer, the experimental
procedure observed, where possible, the geometric and dynamic similarity
requirements: the mean velocity profile was reasonably well reproduced and
reference was presented that the turbulence intensity profile has been previously
properly simulated.
simulations.

Similar cautions were implemented during the CFD

Special attention was made on the specification of boundary
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conditions; the inlet velocity profile was specified during the simulations to concur
with that measured with the wind tunnel and described by the power law (Eqn. 4.1).

The results presented in chapter five showed reasonable agreement with those
obtained during the wind tunnel experiments (chapter four). The contour plots
(Figures 4.12 and 5.6) of the velocity ratios obtained show a similar trend for all the
cases. It was concluded that in both, experimental and computed data, the highest
velocity ratio was located between buildings D-E at h5 in case three (θ= 260˚ and B=
15 m).

In general terms, the case that showed more potential

to integrate small wind

turbines between the studied building complex – in both, wind tunnel and CFD
results – was case three (θ= 260˚ and B= 15 m), specifically between buildings D-E.
Other points that were found in both experimental and computed results that
showed the potential for integrating wind turbines are presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Concurring locations of experimental and computed velocity ratios.
CASE
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
8
8
9

Vel. Ratio
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
1.0 – 1.1
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0
0.9 – 1.0

z/H
0.8
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.6
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
1.0
0.8
1.0

Buildings
F-G
E-F
F-G
E-F
F-G
E-F
D-E
E-F
D-E
D-E
D-E
F-G
F-G
E-F
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It can be appreciated from Tables 4.1, 5.1 and 6.1 that higher velocity ratios were
registered in cases two and three and between buildings D-E, E-F and F-G; in all
cases, these are the buildings located further north. It is for this reason that in the
following sections the analysis will focus between those buildings at different
reference points (h1-h5). Special attention will be placed to case three (θ= 260˚ and
B= 15 m) as the highest velocity ratio was registered with both wind tunnel
modelling and CFD simulations.

6.2

Comparison of results

The study of local wind flows and the measurement of the wind speed are vital in
wind resource assessments for successfully siting wind turbines. Higher wind
velocities increase the power output of wind turbines; therefore, in this section, the
points where the highest velocity ratios were found will be used to compare the
results obtained with wind tunnel measurements and the CFD simulations.

6.2.1 Influence of height, building passage and building orientation on wind velocity
Influence of variations in height (h1-h5) on wind velocity
The cases two and three presented more locations with the highest velocity ratios,
especially between buildings F-G and D-E. To investigate how the velocity varies at
those specific locations at different heights, a comparison of the vertical flow
variation between the model prediction (CFD) and the experimental data (WT) for
case two (θ= 260˚ and B= 12 m) between buildings F-G, three (θ= 260˚ and B= 15
m) between buildings D-E, case eight (θ= 248˚ and B= 12 m) between buildings FG and case nine (θ= 248˚ and B= 15 m) between buildings D-E was carried out.
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Figure 6.1 shows a comparison of the velocity ratios variation; the plots are made to
a Zref of 50m.

The results are generally satisfactory, especially for those points located at z/Zref =
0.40, z/Zref = 0.60 and z/Zref = 1. The maximum discrepancies between the
experimental and numerical data appeared at z/Zref = 0.20 and z/Zref = 0.80, in the
order of 11% for this particular case. The difference between correlations was not
statistically significant showing only a 5% deviation between the measured and the
computed results.

Fig. 6.1 Comparison of predicted vertical flow variation between buildings F-G for θ= 260˚, B= 12 m and
θ= 248˚, B= 12 m and between buildings D-E for θ= 260˚, B= 15 m and for θ= 248˚, B= 15 m.
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Additionally, it can be observed from Figure 6.1 that the differences between the
computed and measured results are more apparent near the ground at h1 and that
they show better agreement as height increases. One possible explanation for this
observable fact can be related with the treatment used at the near wall region
(roughness and mesh specifications at pedestrian level) for the CFD simulations in
this study.

The near wall treatment significantly influences the accuracy of

numerical solutions, because it is in that region that the solution variables have large
gradients, and the momentum and other scalar transports occur most vigorously.
Therefore, accurate representation of the flow in the near wall region determines
successful predictions of turbulent flows[1].

In FLUENT there are two approaches to modelling the near wall region: the wall
function approach and the near wall model approach. According to FLUENT Inc[1].,
the wall function approach is commonly used because it is economical, robust, and
reasonably accurate. There are two choices of wall function approaches: standard
wall functions and non-equilibrium wall functionsI.

In the CFD simulations carried out for this study the standard wall functions provided
by the simulation software were used. These wall functions are applied as an
alternative approach to compute the wall shear stress, reducing the number of grid
points in the wall-normal direction and therefore the computational costs.

By using the wall function approach, the wall shear stress is computed from the
assumption of a logarithmic velocity profile between the wall and the first

I

In this approach, the turbulence models are modified to enable the viscosity-affected region to be
resolved with a mesh all the way down to the wall, including the viscous sub-layer, this means that
more control volumes are required throughout the domain, significantly increasing the computational
[1]
demands .
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computational node in the wall-normal direction, which is valid for equilibrium
boundary layers and fully developed flows[2].

Given the fact that the wall functions

determine the way the governing equations are calculated at pedestrian level, it
would be fair to assume that it is well established approach.

Yet, even though it has been established in chapters 4 and 5 that there is a vast
amount of published work regarding the study of wind patterns in urban
environments using boundary layer wind tunnels and CFD simulations, the
published literature regarding the near wall treatment on CFD simulations of the
atmospheric surface layer is scarce. Many authors do not elaborate further on the
procedure carried out when specifying boundary conditions or wall functions[3],[4],[5].
Moreover, only the most recent sources[6],[2],[3],[7] on the numerical simulation of flows
around buildings in urban areas deal with the subject and they show wide
discrepancies on the use of nomenclature and on the use of near wall treatment
approaches (Table 6.2).

Table 6.2 Reported values of aerodynamic roughness length, physical roughness height and
roughness constant used for the calculation of standard wall functions.

Some authors use a mesh near the bottom boundary that is aligned with the wall
surface and is also refined and stretched within the viscous boundary layer grid[8], or
that use a geometric progression in the vertical grid direction[3].
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In the light of these different approaches, the guidelines were consulted to further
investigate the use of wall functions.

Recently published guidelines[2] on the simulation of flows in urban environments
indicate that the roughness of the bottom wall have major influence on the inflow
boundary profiles and suggest an approach of an explicit modelling of the roughness
elements that are used in a corresponding wind tunnel study and then using only
smooth wall boundary conditions. This approach was acknowledged and discarded
by Mertens[7] for being very time consuming. Nevertheless, modelling the individual
roughness blocks, instead of the average roughness that they produce has shown to
led to a significant improvement of the computed results compared to the results
obtained with an approaching flow over a smooth flat wall[2].

COST guidelines[2] also suggest that for low-Reynolds number approach, a very fine
mesh resolution in wall-normal direction is required. This leads to a first
computational node that should be positioned at a non-dimensional wall distance of
y+ =

(Eqn. 6.1)

Where in equation

6.1,

yuτ

µ

≈1

y is the distance normal to the wall and

velocity, computed with equation

6.2,

uτ is the shear

from the time averaged wall shear stress τ w

and µ the kinematic viscosity.

(Eqn. 6.2)

τ 
uτ =  w 
ρ

1
2
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Nevertheless, it should be noted that in FLUENT[1] this non-dimensional distance
from the wall to first node is expressed by y*, and when y* >11.225, a logarithmic
profile is employed in the near wall region for the calculation of mean velocity yields
when using the standard wall functions. This value of y* is not calculated with
equation 6.1II but instead it is calculated with:

1
4

y* ≡

(Eqn. 6.3)

In equation

6.3, ρ

1
2

ρC µ k p y p
µ

is the air density, kp is the turbulent kinetic energy at the point P

and yp is the distance from the wall to the centre point P and µ is the kinematic
viscosity. This value of y* should be between 30 and 300 for smooth wallsIII.

This requirement of a high mesh resolution in wall-normal direction has been further
explored by Blocken et al[6]. Additionally, they include in the argument that for wall
functions that are expressed by a physical roughnessIV Ks, three other requirements
should be simultaneously satisfied.

The four requirements are schematically

represented in Figure 6.2 and are:

II

[1]

+

FLUENT Inc . indicates that the quantities of y and y* are approximately equal in equilibrium
+
turbulent boundary layers; therefore, hereafter the symbol y will be used when referring to the nondimensional distance from the wall to the first control volume node.
III
+
Note that different authors provide different ranges for the non-dimensional value y , for example:
[6]
+
[2]
Blocken et al . indicate a value of y between 30 and 100 and COST guidelines suggest a range of
+
30<y <500.
IV
For the built environment the average physical roughness height is equal to the average building
[7]
height .
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A sufficiently high mesh resolution in the vertical direction close to the
ground surface (at least two or three control volume layers below pedestrian
height 1.75 ~ 2.00 m)V.
A horizontal homogeneous approach flow.

A distance yP from the centre point P of the wall-adjacent cell to the wall
(bottom boundary condition) that is larger than the physical roughness height

Ks i.e. (yP > Ks ).
A relationship between the physical roughness Ks and the aerodynamic
roughness length z0 denoting that z0 is only a small fraction of Ks. (See Table

6.2)VI

Fig. 6.2 Schematic of the cells next to the bottom boundary wall. (Not to scale).

V

This recommendation is especially important if the results are to be used fo
forr dispersion studies.
[2]
[6]
COST and Blocken et al both suggest the relationship Ks ≈ 30z0 , but it can be appreciated from
[6]
Table 6.3 that the value used by Blocken et al for the reported simulations does not satisfy this
equation.
VI
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From the above four requirements it is worth noting two important things: 1) most
commercial CFD codes advise to abide by the requirement of yP > Ks, in order to
avoid inaccuracies in the solution[6],[1] and that; 2) it is a mistake to set Ks equal to
z0.[3]

This is explained because for a fully rough surface (when Ks+ > 90), the roughness
length z0 and the roughness height Ks are analytically related by:

(Eqn. 6.4)

Ks = z0 exp(κB),

where κ is the von Karman constant (K ≈ 0.4) and B ≈ 8.5 is the constant in the
logarithmic velocity profile for rough surfaces[2]. This leads to the following relation:

(Eqn. 6.5)

Ks ≈ 30z0,

Equation 6.5 shows that the roughness height is one order larger than the roughness
length, but also brings to light the fact that this often generates very large
computational cells, clearly meaning a poor mesh resolution that conflicts with the
first of the four requirements.

Blocken et al[6] provide a very eloquent example to illustrate this conflict, and so
demonstrating why satisfying all four requirements is generally impossible for
simulations of the atmospheric surface layer. The authors’ explanation utilised the
following scenario:
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For a grass-covered plain with a typical aerodynamic roughness length z0 = 0.03 m,
the value of Ks can be obtained using equation

6.5

to comply with the fourth

requirement, resulting in a Ks =0.9 m. This value obliges yP to be set at least 0.9 m
to observe requirement number three; that yP > Ks. As a result the height of the first
cell is y = 1.8 m at full scale values. With this procedure, the addition of heights of
the first three control volume layers, need to obey requirement number one, gives a
total height of 5.4 m, assuming no geometric progression in the vertical grid direction
(Z) is applied as illustrated in Figure 6.2. This would mean that those three cells
would not be located within the pedestrian height of 1.75 ~ 2.00 m as mentioned in
the first requirement.

The implications of this example for simulating wind flows in an urban area, as with
the one described in chapter three of this study, are of great importance. This is
because the typical aerodynamic

roughness

length parameter z0,

which

characterises the roughness of the ground surface, changes by more than two
orders of magnitude over the range of terrain found in nature. Consequently, in an
urban site where one would expect to find buildings that offer the potential for
integrating wind turbines, where the average building height is around 25 m, the
value of z0 ranges from 0.3 m to 0.8 m[9], yielding to even bigger control volumes
and no accurate solutions for near ground flow can thus be obtained.

However, most commercial CFD codes provide the user with only one option to
modify the wall functions and it is based on data for sand grain roughness, i.e. data
obtained for roughened pipes and channels, which clearly does not correspond to
an adequate simulation of roughness in urban areas.
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To overcome this shortcoming, the authors presented in Table 6.2, present different
approaches for the near wall treatment, which vary in complexity.

Mertens[7] used the standard wall functions provide in FLUENT, modifying the
default values of physical roughness height and roughness constant to Ks =13z0 and
CKs =0.75. Blocken et al[6] approach also involved modifying Ks and CKs default
values (see Table 6.3). Additionally, to obtain suitable values for y+ and to account
for the fact that the non-dimensional roughness height FLUENT holds for sand-grain
roughness, the modelled geometry used was at a reduced scale and a correction in
the reference wind velocity was made.

Finally, Hargreaves and Wright[3] approach is more complex. The authors tried to
replicate Richards and Hoxey[10] boundary conditions using the values presented in
Table 6.2. They found that in their simulation the turbulent kinetic energy profile was
not well maintained throughout the domain as in Richards and Hoxey’s because of
the differences in the treatment of the turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation rate
in the cell next to the ground. The proposal was to replace the standard k-ε
turbulence model provided in FLUENT by another one written by them, using the
User-Defined Scalars (UDSs) and then using the laminar solver, modifying the
specification of air viscosity and specifying a symmetry boundary condition for the
bottom face of the domain.

It is clear that this approach requires an ample

knowledge of wind engineering and a certain degree of familiarity with computer
programming.

Even though the three approaches mentioned above, are good examples of trying to
overcome the limitations of the commercial CFD packages, regarding near wall
treatment, there are certain aspects worth noting.

The value for z0 used by
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Mertens[7] and Blocken et al[6] are those corresponding to typical UK farmlands,
nearly flat countryside, fences or low boundary hedges[9] and they are not
representative for urban areas.

In addition, the scaling approach used by Blocken

et al[6] is only valid if the flow features to be modelled around the buildings are Re
independent.

With those considerations in mind, the Hargreaves and Wright[3]

approach appears to have wider applicability and to produce reliable results,
nevertheless it is complex and requires a degree of understanding that goes beyond
the understanding of the average designer, therefore surpassing the research
objective of this work of identifying the minimum standards and requirements that an
architect or environmental designer should observe for a reliable simulation of wind
flows around buildings in urban environments using CFD.

The approach used for the simulations carried out in this research regarding the
near wall treatment, is similar to Mertens’, whose simulations of the atmospheric
surface layer were intended for evaluating the sizing and siting of wind turbines in
urban environments.

In addition to the above discussion, wall functions were

utilised for the CFD simulations in this study because they provide an economical
solution in terms of CPU use and most importantly, the limitations of this approach
are more evident at pedestrian level, therefore having low impact on the results that
are of interest in this research.

Nevertheless, the definition of y+ and the specification of the turbulence kinetic
energy and dissipation in the cell next to the ground by the use of standard wall
functions when representing the atmospheric surface layer is a fact often ignored by
computational wind engineers as noted by Blocken et al.[6] and Hargreaves and
Wright[3], and should not be neglected, especially for studies involving pedestrian
comfort and dispersion studies. This is also of high importance for studies that
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intend to evaluate wind conditions in urban environments around low rise
edifications like small structures, detached or terrace houses.

Influence of variations in passage width (B) on wind velocity
To investigate the influence of the variations in the passage width between buildings
on wind velocity, a detailed analysis of the results presented as velocity ratios for
both CFD and wind tunnel simulations was carried out between building D-E, for
cases one, two and three, where building orientation remains constant, with an
incidence angle of θ= 260˚, and for cases seven, eight and nine, where building
orientation remains constant at θ= 248˚.

The results of this analysis are presented in a plot of the velocity ratios (y-axis) as
function of the length ratio B/H (x-axis) at the five measured and computed heights
(h1-h5), illustrated in Figure 6.3. Where B is the gap between buildings and H is the
building height (Fig. 6.3).

From Figure 6.3 it can be appreciated that the computed and measured results
show a fairly good agreement.

For cases one, two and three, the influence of

variations in distance between buildings D-E in the compared results, show that the
discrepancies increase as the ratio B/H decreases; in other words, the closer the
buildings, the higher the difference between computed and measured velocity ratios.
This is difference in results is more apparent in Figure 6.3 at h4 and h5. It has to be
noted that this is not the case at h1; this could be due the near wall region treatment
as explained in the previous section.
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Fig. 6.3 Comparison of predicted vertical flow variation between buildings D-E for θ= 260˚ (cases one,
two and three) at h1 (z/H = 0.2), h2 (z/H = 0.4), h3 (z/H = 0.6), h4 (z/H = 0.8) and h5 (z/H = 1).
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Comparable conclusions can be drawn from Figure 6.4, (cases seven, eight and
nine) where it can be noticed that the computed and measured results show a fairly
good agreement, with less discrepancy than the previous cases.

Likewise, for cases seven, eight and nine, the discrepancies between computed and
measured velocity ratios increase as the ratio B/H between buildings D-E
decreases. Further CFD studies could help to confirm these results and to further
clarify the influence of B/H ratio on wind velocity at different heights.

Nevertheless, similar findings in the discrepancies between wind tunnel experiments
and CFD simulations were reported by Stathopoulos[11] on the work of Bottema.
Stathopoulos acknowledged that the maximum discrepancies between the
experimental and numerical data were found in highly complex re-circulating flow
regions. Such regions occur in the present study. This can be appreciated in Figure
6.3 at h5 for B/H= 0.18 and further visualized in Figure 6.5.

Those zones of highly complex re-circulating flow can be visualized in Figure 6.5 a,
where the streamlines coloured by velocity magnitude are shown for case one (θ=
260˚ and B/H= 0.18) in a horizontal plane at h5. A zone of flow separation in the
northern face of building A that extends to almost 1/3 of the building passage can be
observed in Figure 6.5 b. It is in that passage that the lowest velocity ratios were
found. In contrast, there is no flow separation at the southern face of building E is
observed (Figure 6.5 c), and the flow separation at the northern face of building C
appears closer to the wake zone. The flow in the passage between buildings C-E
interacts, creating higher velocity ratios.
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Fig. 6.4

Comparison of predicted vertical flow variation between buildings D-E for θ= 248˚ (cases

seven, eight and nine) at h1 (z/H = 0.2), h2 (z/H = 0.4), h3 (z/H = 0.6), h4 (z/H = 0.8) and h5 (z/H = 1).
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Fig. 6.5 Streamlines case one (θ= 260˚ B=9) at h5 (z/H = 1).
On several occasions, the increased wind speed values in building passages have
been attributed to a decrease of the flow section, i.e. between buildings that are
closer together, a rather common assumption supported mainly by experience and
often associated with the so called Venturi effect. The results presented in Figures
6.3 and 6.4 and Table 6.3 show that this is not entirely accurate. Furthermore, as
the ratio B/H increases, the velocity ratios increase as well, for cases one, two and
three consistently, in both wind tunnel measurements and CFD simulations.

Table 6.3 Computed and measured velocity ratios increasing as ratio B/H increases. Cases one, two
and three.
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The same effect was reported by Blocken et al[6] in a similar study where flow
between buildings of variable passage distance was studied at pedestrian level.
They classified the flow type between buildings according to the variation in the
distance between them.

For distances between buildings in the order of 2 m,

Blocken et al[6] regarded the passage flow as resistance flow, for distances between
buildings greater than 30 m; the flow was regarded as isolated flow and for
passages in the order of 10 m the flow was regarded as interaction flow, where the
higher amplification factors were found.

This amplification factor (K) is defined as the ratio of the mean wind speed at certain
location to the mean wind speed at the same location in the absence of buildings
(free stream velocity).

Since the velocities are taken at the same height for a

specific location, this ratio directly indicates the influence of buildings on the local
wind velocity, i.e. values greater than the unity indicate an augmentation in the
velocity.

It is possible to produce contour plots for the amplification factor K in FLUENT by
creating a custom field function for a reference height. Figure 6.6 illustrates the
contours of amplification factor K in a horizontal plane at h5 for case one (θ= 260˚
and B/H= 0.18).
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Fig. 6.6 Contours of amplification factor K at h5 (z/H = 1) in case one (θ= 260˚ B=9).

Augmentation in the velocity can be found between buildings where the amplification
factors (K) are greater than the unity. For case one at h5 this occurs between
buildings F-G with K= 1.3, between buildings E-F with K=1.2 and between buildings
D-E with K=1.1. These results suggest a rather weak augmentation in velocity due
to the Venturi effect. One possible explanation is the buildings are creating a wind
blocking effect and, as discussed above, the flow resistance found in the narrower
passage widths.

According to Blocken et al[6]., a better term to describe the flow

conditions in passages between buildings, similar to the ones in this study, might be
‘channelling effect’ which refers to the changes in wind direction due to the effect of
the buildings rather than changes in wind speed.
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Moreover, the results presented and discussed in this section show that with an
increase of 6 m between the studied buildings an increase of almost 25% in wind
velocity can be obtained.

Influence of variations in building orientation on wind velocity
To investigate the influence that the three tested building orientations (θ) had on
wind velocity, a series of plots of the measured velocity ratio u/Uref at h1 (z/H=0.2)
and h5 (z/H=1.0) between the buildings D-E and E-F were created.

From Figure 6.7 it can be noticed that the wind speed ratios between buildings D-E
and E-F at h5 (z/H=1.0) in the case of wind direction θ=260° are considerably lower
than those in the case of wind direction θ=236° for the narrowest building passage
width (B/H=18). At first instance, this could be attributed to the fact that θ=236°
represents the cases where the long side of the buildings are parallel to the
prevailing winds.

Nevertheless, when passage width between buildings increases,

the results showed that the highest velocity ratios were for those cases with
orientation θ=260° (case one, two and three) and the lowest velocity ratios for those
cases with orientation θ=236° (four, five and six). This suggests that orientation is
interacting with passage width to modify the wind conditions between buildings.

Therefore the relationship between building orientation and passage width is not the
same between all buildings and at the different heights as can be appreciated in
Figure 6.8, where the same plots were created at h1.
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Fig. 6.7 Variation in velocity ratios at h5 (z/H = 1) between buildings D-E and E-F for orientations (θ=
236°, 248° and 260˚) at B/H=18, B/H=24, and B/H=30.

Comparing Figures 6.7 and 6.8 it can be suggested that for passage width B/H=30,
the orientation that produces higher velocity ratios is θ=260°, at both, pedestrian and
top levels.
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Fig. 6.8 Variation in velocity ratios at h1 (z/H = 0.2) between buildings D-E and E-F for orientations (θ=
236°, 248° and 260˚) at B/H=18, B/H=24, and B/H=30.

Nevertheless, when buildings are closer, i.e. for passage width B/H=18, the effects
of orientation on wind velocity are different at pedestrian level (h1) and at h5. For
B/H=18, orientation θ=248° produces higher wind velocities at pedestrian levels,
and at h5, orientation θ=236° produces higher wind velocities.

This might suggest

that building design would benefit with a different orientation at pedestrian level to
avoid high wind speeds and that the building could be rotated at the top, facing an
orientation with high wind speeds for wind turbine integration. However, because
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this is not conclusive between all buildings, design decisions would significantly
improve by taking advantage of the CFD visualization capabilities.

6.3

Visualisation

CFD plots provide data visualisation that allows the graphical representation of
various aspects of the studied flow to be easily observed. Some of those aspects
are difficult to observe experimentally.

An example of the visualisation capabilities of the CFD commercial packages is the
observation of changes in wind direction around buildings. This is of great utility
when assessing wind conditions around buildings for the siting of wind turbines.

The flow angle over roofs of sharp edged buildings is of great importance when
selecting the type of wind turbine, as can be appreciated from Figure 6.9, the flow
direction close to the edges of a sharp edged building is not parallel to the roof and
separation occurs. As a result, the wind flow makes an angle with the roof that
varies according to the roof inclination. This angle is called skew angle[12].

This

phenomenon is of special importance when selecting a building mounted wind
turbine. As it can be appreciated in Figure 6.9, flow separation results in a region
with low velocities, high turbulence level and recirculation of the flow at the roof and
sides of a building. Ideally, the recirculation region should be avoided for siting a
wind turbine; this is why it is crucial to know the size of the recirculation region.
This is one case where the visualisation capabilities of the CFD simulations are very
useful.
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Fig. 6.9 CFD calculation of velocity vectors showing separation at top of the building, stagnation point
and the skew flow on the top.

The height at which the stagnation point (Hs) is located is of aerodynamic
importance because it gives the highest pressure point on the upwind building
façade. It can be appreciated as well in Figure 6.9. Knowing the location of the
stagnation point is of special important for natural ventilation studies as it
characterises the flow around a buildingVII. Additionally, at the downwind roof edge,
the CFD simulation shows a change in orientation of the separation streamlines.

Similarly, skewed flows that are found besides sharp edged buildings can be clearly
visualised as illustrated in Figure 6.10.

VII

It is possible to give an estimation of Hs, as a function of the roughness properties where the building
[7]
is located. See for example Mertens .
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Fig. 6.10 CFD calculation of velocity vectors showing skew flow at the sides of the building (h3).
Recirculation regions appear in the area around the corner of the north side and
east side of building C and the strong wind blows into the space between buildings
B and C.

The employment of CFD techniques as a visualization tool when simulating flow
conditions in urban environments can be of optimal use for the architect or designer,
especially at early stages during the design process, mainly because the designer
can have an easy access to the required tools. In other words, CFD simulations
using a practical, but reasonably fine, mesh containing approximately 1 million
control volumes can be carried out with a realistic desktop computer with 1GByte of
RAM and a Pentium 4 processor.

It can be expected that the solutions will take

around 2 to 10 of hours to converge, depending on the problem definition,
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representing an achievable computing effort for a practical architectural design
applicationsVIII.

6.4

Chapter six – key concepts

In spite of the shortfalls mentioned in this chapter for the CFD simulations carried
out in this study, and the fact that some authors have already acknowledged that the
process of comparison between computational and experimental results appears to
be problematic on its own, the comparison made in this study of computed and
measured velocity ratios around the cluster of buildings of interest A, B, C, D, E, F
and G, at the five measured heights (h1-h5), is generally satisfactory. The maximum
discrepancies between the experimental and numerical data were found at ground
level. It can be concluded, that for wind flow in the atmospheric surface layer, the
results of CFD simulations are highly dependent on the type of roughness
modification applied to the wall functions[6]. The key findings of this chapter are
summarised in Box 6.2.

VIII

See for example Stathopoulos

[11]

.
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7.1

architectural integration

Introduction

In this chapter the architectural integration of six vertical wind turbines will be
presented. The annual electricity output, the payback period and the savings in CO2
emissions will also be presented for the case that presented higher velocity ratios
(θ= 260˚, B= 15).

7.1.1

Chapter overview

This chapter is divided in two main sections (Box 7.1). The first section presents a
summary of recommendations to correctly simulate wind flows around buildings in
urban environments using boundary layer wind tunnels and computational fluid
dynamics. The second section illustrates the architectural integration of the small
vertical wind turbines in case three (θ= 260˚, B= 15), along with the calculations for
the predicted annual electricity generation, the CO2 savings and the payback period
of the system.
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The recommendations

It has become apparent in the last few years that much of the early data gathered
from CFD studies will need to be updated with information that takes into account a
range of velocity profiles and turbulence characteristics, especially in the near wall
region. Some wind effects can now be satisfactorily estimated using existing theory
of fluid mechanics, wind tunnel modelling or empirical relationships.

The complex

and variable characteristics of atmospheric conditions and the almost infinite variety
in the geometry of built forms, produce an endless variety of wind effects, increasing
the necessity of individually simulate each architectural project, especially when
undertaking wind energy projects. Nevertheless, as a result of this study, some
recommendations can be made when planning a similar project involving the
representation of an atmospheric surface layer in urban environments using wind
tunnel measurements and CFD calculations.

However, it is expected that it will probably take many more years of carefully
conducted wind tunnel studies and CFD simulations, together with full scale
correlation, to produce sufficient information to allow a significant increase in
theoretical means of estimating wind effects.

7.2.1 Recommendations on wind tunnel experiments
During the wind tunnel experiment:
Fulfil geometric and dynamic similarity requirements (section 4.1.3).
Do not exceed a blockage of 5% of surface area (section 4.1.3).
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Measure incident and approach velocity profiles, turbulent kinetic energy and
Reynolds stresses, in addition to the measurements of interest for the
planned study.

7.2.2

Recommendations on CFD simulations

The flows around buildings even in simple surrounding environments, let alone in
complex urban settings are still extremely difficult to predict by computational
methods[1].

However, there is increasing evidence[2],[3],[4] that for such problems

CFD techniques may provide adequate responses for cases related primarily with
environmental issues.

Additionally, from the results presented in chapter six, it is clear that for CFD
simulations of atmospheric surface layer in urban environments: (1) the choice of
the turbulence model and wall functions, (2) the modelling of the approach-flow wind
speed profile and (3) the construction of the computational grid have a major impact
on the computed results[5].

Reasonably good results can be expected for CFD simulations of turbulent flows in
the

atmospheric

surface

layer

in

urban

environments

if

the

following

recommendations are observed:

Abide by the size domain recommendation in section 5.1.4.
Use the calculated value of turbulent dissipation rate and the measurements
of incident velocity profile, turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stresses
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obtained with the wind tunnel experiment to specify inflow boundary
conditions. (If using FLUENT CFD code this will be done using an UDFI).
Top and side boundaries as in Hargreaves and Wright (Table 5.1).
Bottom boundary condition is to include an adequate representation of
aerodynamic roughness and wall functions as in Richards and Hoxey (Table
5.1).

7.3

Energy generation and saved CO2 emissions

The buildings utilized in this study present a simple geometry with flat roof and sharp
edges; an augmentation in wind velocity was reported in some of the cases by
changing building orientation (θ) and building passage width (B). Cases with B/H =
0.18 presented a channelling effect that refers to the changes in wind direction due
to the effect of the buildings rather than changes in wind speed.

From the results discussed in chapter six, and in agreement with Blocken et al[2]
findings, it can be suggested that the optimum distances between buildings to
actually observe an increase in velocity ratios are between 10 and 30 m.

The

maximum augmentation factor (K) found in this study is of 1.5 for case three (θ=
260˚ and B/H= 0.30) between buildings D-E for h5.

I

Only if no experimental data of this type is available, those profiles can be obtained from the
[6]

assumption of an equilibrium boundary layer, see Richards and Hoxey .
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If a small vertical wind turbine was to be located at that point, like the TurbyII - a
revolutionary vertical axis developed by Mertens[7], especially designed for use in an
urban or built-up environment with a swept area of 5.3 m2 -, according to the wind
frequency distribution presented in chapter two, it would generate 3610 kWh during
a normal year (Table 7.1and Figure 7.1).

Fig. 7.1

Turby’s power curve. From manufacturer: http://www.turby.nl/

II

Turby’s power curve compared to other small wind turbines, including the quiet revolution qr5, is
available at: http://www.bettergeneration.com/wind-turbines/comparing-vawts.html
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Table 7.1 Energy calculation for six VAWT at selected locations.

Furthermore, according to the results here presented and using case three (θ= 260˚,
B= 15) as the optimum example; six Turby wind turbines could be located between
buildings D-E at h3, h4 and h5, between buildings E-F at h4 and h5 and between
buildings C-D at h5 as illustrated in Figure 7.2.
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Architectural wind turbine integration in case three (θ= 260˚, B= 15).

The electrical outputs shown in Table 7.1 are calculated in kWh per year. The British
Research Establishment (BRE) holds data for the production of electricity within the
UK. This includes all the impacts associated with the extraction and transport of

fuels, production of electricity and distribution to the consumer. This gives an impact
of 0.632 kg CO2 equivalent per kWh of electricity. However, some studies do
recommend the use of marginal electricity models based on the replacement of

coal-fired generation with CO2 impact figures of about 0.800 kg/kWh. The impact of
electricity used within the study follows the BRE recommendation[8] of 0.632 kg CO2

equivalent.

For assessing the CO2 savings, the output from the micro-wind turbines is assumed
to replace electricity sourced by the consumer from the low voltage grid (220–240 V)

and the impact of this has been used to model the benefit of micro-wind generation.
In other words, the 17, 8
812
12 kWh/year generated by the six wind turbines would be
preventing 11.3 Tons of CO2 to be released into the atmosphere.
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In order to calculate the financial payback period, the cost of the complete system
should be considered. The integrated cost of the turbineIII with convertor, mast,
foundations, accessories and installation is £12,195.00; making a total of
£73,170.00 for the six wind turbines. In UK, an average of costs per unit charged by
electricity suppliersIV is 26.776p/kWh and this is the rate applied to the turbine
generation.

For assessing the financial payback period, it was considered that the cost of
producing the 17, 812 kWh/year by the wind turbines, was the same to the price of
that generated by the electricity supplier. That cost would be then £4,769 per year,
and therefore, it would take 15.3 years to recover the initial cost of the complete
system.

Taking that into account, the costs comparison between the six wind turbines’ kWhs
and traditionally generated electricity, it can be concluded that renewable energy is
not yet competitive with traditional electricity generated from large power plants.
Nevertheless, the fuel for turbines (wind) is free; there is neither maintenance
required nor personnel to run it. Its operational costs are nil. Another advantage is
that the electricity generated with the wind turbines do not need to be delivered to
the customer – as the turbines are already there between the buildings. No costs for
the use of electricity networks and no grid losses in those networks. (10 % of
traditionally generated electricity is lost during transport and distribution).
Additionally, it is expected that, when built in series, the price of the wind turbines
like the Turby will reduce with about 20 – 40 %, making shorter their financial

III

Prices of Turby wind turbine are available at http://www.turby.nl/
Electricity costs can be obtained as a reference from http://www.britishgas.co.uk/products-andservices/energy/electricity/fixed-price-2012.html.
IV
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Last but not least, the environmental benefits of wind energy

generation must be also taken into the economy equation.

Box 7.2 summarises the annual energy production of the six wind turbines, their
cost, financial payback period and the annual saved emissions in tonnes of CO2.
These figures will vary for different reasons:

If the location of the wind turbine changes, the power output will vary as the
augmentation factor (K) will also vary. Although wind velocity on the top of
the buildings was not measured in this study, the computed results (as
visualisations of wind flows illustrate) showed an increase on wind velocity at
those points, making an interesting proposition for retrofitting.

If a different model of wind turbine is selected. For example, a bigger vertical
wind turbine like the 5kW qr5, designed by Quiet RevolutionV, it can generate
up to 10, 000kWh/year at 5.8 m.s-1 according to the manufacturer.

V

Information available at http://www.quietrevolution.co.uk/
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It should be noted that these results are considered to be optimistic as the
calculations do not take account of turbulence effects. Also, although the general
effect of the town terrain and surrounding buildings is accounted for, it is assumed
that the buildings between on which the turbine is sited is not overshadowed by
larger buildings, trees or other obstructions.

Finally, although variations in building shape were not investigated during wind
tunnel experiments or CFD simulations in this study, aerodynamic building shapes
might be used to further enhance wind speed. However, it is worth mentioning that
in complex geometries, the procedure to generate the geometry for CFD simulations
explained in section 5.1.4 will not be appropriate. Complex geometries need of a
different approach, involving the use of an alternative software to generate the
geometry and later importing it into Gambit as thoroughly explained by Adkins[9].
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8.1

conclusions and further work

Introduction

In this chapter, final thoughts regarding the role that architects and wind energy
systems play on achieving sustainable development are explored; key points for
further research are outlined; and the thesis’ conclusions are presented.

8.1.1

Chapter overview

This chapter is divided in three main sections as illustrated in Box 8.1. Section 8.2
explores some final thoughts on the role of the designer to achieve sustainable
development. In section 8.3 four points for further work are outlined and finally in
section 8.4 the conclusions of this thesis are presented.
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Final thoughts

“There is no reason why environmental design’s science-based
enquiry and architecture’s traditional concern with form should not
co-exist; indeed, why architectural form should not be enriched by an
environmental agenda, as long as that agenda is not prescriptive”

S. Haggan, 2001

I

The UK is beginning to develop the knowledge, technology and a policy framework
to create sustainable places.

Some actions to raise public awareness and support for renewable energy through
the installation of household and community scale schemes have been developed.
This is a valuable way of demonstrating the contribution that renewable energy can
make to the building’s energy demands and to increase the degree of community
involvement with renewable energy systems, especially small scale wind turbines.

However, it is important to be realistic about the capabilities of wind energy systems
in urban environments. It is evident that wind turbines in urban surroundings receive
lower wind speeds and have lower capacity factors. The reliability of the systems
will improve as the technologies mature, the available quantity of historical wind data
grows and designers gain experience with the modelling of wind flows in urban
environments for siting wind turbines.

I

Hagan, S. (2001) Taking shape : a new contract between architecture and nature, Oxford ;,
Boston : Architectural Press.
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The incentives and educational awareness programs carried out by the government
and other organisations are exactly the reason why the architectural practice must
respond professionally by delivering new buildings that successfully integrate these
renewable energy technologies and by being able to tackle the existing building
stock to retrofit these systems. This can only be achieved if the designer actively
engages with the environmental design principles and improves his understanding
of building physics.

In the case of wind resource assessment, the tools to simulate wind flows around
buildings exist and in spite of their limitations, when properly used, they can provide
with vast amounts of information that can lead to better design decisions and an
enhanced performance of building integrated wind turbines.

8.3

Conclusions

Renewable energies are a critical element for achieving sustainable development.
However, to successfully implement wind energy into the built environment three
major issues have to be addressed:

Wind resource assessment and wind characterisation around buildings
Structural integration of wind turbines with buildings
Install a wind turbine that has been especially design to work in urban
environments

In this thesis, wind velocities were measured around 7 fifteen-storey towers at a
reduced

scale.

The

measurements

were

carried

out,

for

nine

different
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configurations, using a boundary layer wind tunnel and CFD simulations.

The

following conclusions were obtained:

Computed and measured results showed reasonable agreement.
Case three (θ= 260˚ and B/H= 0.30) presented the greatest potential to
integrate small wind turbines with both methods, especially between
buildings D-E.
The differences between measured and computed results were more
apparent at ground level.
The optimum distances between buildings to actually observe an increase in
velocity ratios are between 10 and 30 metres.
Six vertical wind turbines, of 2.5kW each, located at the selected
augmentation points in case three can generate 17, 812kWh in a typical
year, saving 11.3 Tons of CO2 emissions.

Reasonably good results can be expected for CFD simulations of turbulent flows in
the atmospheric surface layer in urban environments. The use of CFD as a
visualisation tool is extremely useful at design stages in projects involving the
integration of wind turbines. Nevertheless, the designer must be aware that the
results of CFD simulations are highly dependent on different conditions, like the
choice of the turbulence model, the modelling of the inlet wind velocity profile (using
FLUENT code this will be done using an UDF), the construction of the computational
grid and finally, the type of roughness modification applied to the wall functions.
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Further work

The present work is not definitive. It should be seen as a step towards clarifying the
relationship between architectural building design and the use of simulation tools for
assessing the wind regimes in urban environments for wind turbine integration.

This research contributes towards future research on the understanding of wind
regime in built up areas and the local flow effects around buildings and the role of
the architect/designer to provide with informed design solutions for the integration of
wind turbines in buildings.

The study was limited in that the quantitative analysis looked at only simple building
forms for the integration of wind turbines. Nonetheless, the present research
confirms many of the theoretical findings and benefits of BUWTs identified from the
literature and research review presented in chapters 2, 4, 5 and 6. The conclusions
presented on those chapters are consistent with the findings of related UK and
international research in this area and it is expected that they would be
substantiated by further work.

There are four particular lines of enquiry where further research would be beneficial:

Modelling and simulation: There are still a lot of uncertainties relating to
atmospheric surface layer flows in urban environments and to its design
implications for BUWTs. In this matter, research is needed in the modelling
of the implications that high turbulence levels in regions of high building
density have on BUWTs’ performance, fatigue loads and noise generation.
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Building design: The design of aerodynamically shaped buildings is not
new; nevertheless, building design that considers aerodynamically ducted
forms that are capable of accelerating wind speed and successfully
integrates wind turbines is needed. This is especially true for new designs of
high-rise buildings. Some additional research into the structural design of
aerodynamically optimised buildings is also necessary.

Post-occupancy and energy storage: The energy storage and the postoccupancy evaluation of the systems are closely related with energy
generation.

The production of hydrogen from wind energy offers the

potential to store the energy and to create an almost zero-emissions energy
system, using fuel cells to power buildings. Additionally, buildings already
incorporating renewable or energy efficient systems could make a far greater
contribution to sustainable development if their performance was measured
and understood.

Education: To truly achieve sustainability, a holistic design approach is
required which goes beyond measurement and calculations to consider the
quality of places. This obviously requires influencing built environment
education and training curricula to improve environmental management and
sustainable design literacy among both young people and professionals
and in this way, ensure integrated approaches to the creation and
refurbishment of sustainable buildings, spaces and places.
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Appendix one

A.1.1

UDF code – inlet conditions

appendices

/**********************************************************************
realvelprofile.c
UDF for specifying a steady-state velocity profile boundary condition
**********************************************************************/

#include "udf.h"

DEFINE_PROFILE(inlet_velocity, thread, index)
{
real x[ND_ND];
real z;
face_t f;

begin_f_loop(f, thread)
{
F_CENTROID(x,f,thread);
z = x[2];
F_PROFILE(f, thread, index) = 5.4775 * pow ((z/50),.2275);
}
end_f_loop(f, thread)
}
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A.2.1

Velocity profiles. Cases two to nine
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Figure A.2.1 Velocity profiles case two (θ= 260˚, B=12 m).
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Figure A.2.2 Velocity profiles case three (θ= 260˚, B=15 m).
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Figure A.2.3 Velocity profiles case four (θ= 236˚, B=9 m).
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Figure A.2.4 Velocity profiles case five (θ= 236˚, B=12 m).
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Figure A.2.5 Velocity profiles case six (θ= 236˚, B=15 m).
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Figure A.2.6 Velocity profiles case seven (θ= 248˚, B=9 m).
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Figure A.2.7 Velocity profiles case eight (θ= 248˚, B=12 m).
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Figure A.2.8 Velocity profiles case nine (θ= 248˚, B=15 m).
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